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Abstract
Let B be a building over a type set I . Suppose J ⊆ I meets every connected component of the diagram
of B and let (P,L) be the point-line truncation of the J -Grassmann geometry of B. We present a theorem
that allows one to identify shadows of apartments of residues of B in the point-collinearity graph of (P,L).
Also, other results related to shadows of apartments of residues and shadows of residues are presented,
including a proof of the fact that the shadow of every residue of B is a convex subspace of (P,L).
c© 2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd
1. Introduction
In [3] it was shown that induced connected subgraphs of the point-collinearity graphs of the
Grassmannians An,k , dual polar spaces of type Bn,n , and half-spin geometries Dn,n , that belong to
certain isomorphism types and are singularly or locally independent, are shadows of apartments
of residues of the corresponding building chamber systems.
The central result of the present paper is Theorem 3.3 that shows that a subgraph of the point-
collinearity graph of a building geometry, that satisfies a certain local condition and a circuitry
condition, is the point shadow of an apartment of a residue of the building. Theorem 3.3 can
be used to identify shadows of apartments of residues in a large class of building geometries.
In particular, one can use Theorem 3.3 to prove results similar to the three theorems in [3]
mentioned above (see examples in Section 9).
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains basic definitions and necessary
facts regarding buildings. In Section 3 we define the J -Grassmann geometry of a building and,
in Section 3.4, state Theorem 3.3.
Sections 4, 5 and 7 contain further properties of buildings and properties of their J -Grassmann
geometries that will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
In Section 6 we show that the shadow of a residue of a building is a convex subspace of the
point-line truncation of the J -Grassmann geometry of the building. This result is not required in
the proof of Theorem 3.3 but will be used in applications of Theorem 3.3.
Most of Section 8 is occupied by the proof of Theorem 3.3. In the last subsection of Section 8
we prove Proposition 8.14 that characterizes shadows of apartments of planes; these are not
covered by Theorem 3.3.
Section 9 contains two examples of applications of Theorem 3.3. Proofs of the theorems in
this section and further examples will be given in a forthcoming paper.
2. Definitions and basic properties of buildings as chamber systems
2.1. Graphs and chamber systems
A graph G = (V , E) is a set V together with a set E of two-element subsets of V called edges;
the elements of V are called vertices. Let n be a non-negative integer. A walk of length n in G,
with initial vertex v0 and terminal vertex vn , is a sequence of vertices (v0, . . . , vn), such that, for
i = 0, . . . , n − 1, {vi , vi+1} ∈ E . A walk (v0, . . . , vn) is a path if, for every i , vi−1 = vi+1.
A geodesic in G is any walk that is a shortest possible walk between its initial and terminal
vertices. Let n be a non-negative integer or the symbol ∞. If n is an integer, a circular walk of
length n in G is any walk of length n whose initial and terminal vertices coincide; if n = ∞, a
circular walk of length n is a doubly infinite sequence of vertices (. . . , v−1, v0, v1, . . .) such that
{vi , vi+1} ∈ E . A circuit in G is a circular walk all of whose vertices are pairwise distinct. We
say that a graph is a circuit if all its vertices and edges are comprised by one circuit. A graph is
n-partite if its vertex set can be partitioned into n nonempty disjoint subsets, called parts, such
that there are no edges within any of the parts.
A graph is connected if any two of its vertices can be joined by a walk. Suppose G = (V , E)
is a connected graph. For x, y ∈ V we denote by dG(x, y) (or just by d(x, y) when no ambiguity
can arise) the number of edges of a shortest possible walk from x to y in G; we call dG(x, y) the
distance between x and y in G. The diameter of G is the largest distance between two vertices
or it is ∞, if the graph contains vertices at every finite distance. The girth of G is the length of a
shortest circuit; if there are no circuits, the girth is undefined.
Let I be a set. A chamber system C = (C, E, λ) over I is a graph (C, E) with vertex set C
and edge set E , together with a labelling map λ : E → 2I that assigns to every edge {x, y} ∈ E a
nonempty subset of I , such that if {x, y}, {y, z} ∈ E and i ∈ λ({x, y})∩λ({y, z}), then {x, z} ∈ E
and i ∈ λ({x, z}). We say that I is the type set of C and we denote by the same letter C the graph
(C, E). If all edges are labelled by single-element subsets, we say that C has no multiple labels.
If {x, y} is an edge of C labelled λ({x, y}), then we say that x and y are λ({x, y})-adjacent in C.
A chamber system C = (C, E, λ) is connected if its graph (C, E) is connected.
Suppose C = (C, E, λ) and C ′ = (C ′, E ′, λ′) are chamber systems over I . A morphism of
chamber systems over I is a map of C into C ′ such that, for every edge {x, y} of C, the image
{φ(x), φ(y)} is an edge of C ′ and λ({x, y}) ⊆ λ′({φ(x), φ(y)}).
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Let C = (C, E, λ) and C ′ = (C ′, E ′, λ′) be chamber systems over the sets I and J
respectively. Suppose J ⊆ I , (C ′, E ′) is a subgraph of (C, E), and, for all {x, y} ∈ E ′,
λ′({x, y}) ⊆ λ({x, y}). Then we say that C ′ is a chamber subsystem of C.
Suppose C = (C, E, λ) is a chamber system over I . Then the vertices of C are called chambers
and the walks in C are called galleries (these are “simple galleries” in the terminology of [11]).
Let J be a subset of I and let C ′ be the chamber system obtained from C by removing all edges,
except those whose labels contain at least one element of J , and by replacing the labelling λ with
the labelling λ′ by nonempty subsets of J , defined by λ′({x, y}) = λ({x, y})∩ J . The connected
components of the graph C ′, together with the restriction of λ′ to each component, are chamber
systems over J and are called residues of C of type J or J -residues of C. It can happen that, for
two different subsets J1 and J2 of I , a residue R1 of type J1 and a residue R2 of type J2 have the
same sets of vertices and edges, and their edges are labelled by the same subsets of I ; however
R1 is a chamber system over J1 and R2 is a chamber system over J2, and we regard them as
different residues of C. If R is a residue of C of type J , then the rank of R is |J | and the corank
of R is |I − J |. The residues of C of type ∅ are the chambers of C, and, if C is connected, the
only residue of C of type I is C itself.
In a chamber system, residues of rank one are called panels. Suppose C is a chamber system
with no multiple labels. Then C is thin if every panel contains exactly two chambers; C is thick
if every panel contains at least three chambers; C is firm if every panel contains at least two
chambers; we assume that a firm chamber system of type ∅ is a single chamber.
For future use we give a definition of the direct product of chamber systems. Let K =
{1, . . . , n} be a finite set and suppose that, for every k ∈ K , Ck = (Ck, Ek, λk) is a chamber
system over a set Ik . Assume that the sets Ik are pairwise disjoint. The product chamber system
C1 × · · · × Cn is a chamber system C = (C, E, λ) over the set I1 ∪ · · · ∪ In defined as follows.
The chambers of C are the ordered n-tuples (c1, . . . , cn), where, for every k ∈ K , ck ∈ Ck . Two
chambers c = (c1, . . . , cn) and c′ = (c′1, . . . , c′n) are adjacent in C if and only if there is k ∈ K ,
such that ci = c′i for all i = k, and ck and c′k are adjacent in Ck ; the label of the edge {c, c′} in C
is λk({ck, c′k}).
2.2. Chamber systems of type M
Suppose m ≥ 2 is an integer or the symbol ∞. If m is an integer, a generalized m-gon is a
connected bipartite graph of diameter m and girth 2m, in which every vertex lies on at least two
edges; if m = ∞ a generalized m-gon is a tree with no terminal vertices.
Suppose G = (V , E) is a generalized m-gon and let Vi and Vj be the two parts of G. Let
C be the chamber system over the type set I = {i, j} whose chambers are the edges of G and
in which, for k ∈ I , two chambers are (I − {k})-adjacent if and only if these edges of G share
a vertex in Vk . Any chamber system over I isomorphic to C is called the chamber system of a
generalized m-gon or just a generalized m-gon. A thin generalized m-gon over {i, j} is a circuit
of length 2m with edges labelled alternately by {i} and { j}.
Let I be a set. A Coxeter matrix M = (mij ) over I is a map I × I → N ∪ {∞}, that takes
(i, j) to mij , such that, for all i, j ∈ I , mii = 1 and, if i = j , then mij = m ji ≥ 2. A chamber
system C = (C, E, λ) is a chamber system of type M if (1) C is connected and (2) for every
two-element subset {i, j} of I , all residues of C of type {i, j} are chamber systems of generalized
mij -gons. Since all rank two residues of C are generalized m-gons, the edges of C are labelled by
single element subsets of I and the chamber system C is firm.
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Let M be a Coxeter matrix over I . The diagram graph of M is a graph D with vertex set I ,
in which two vertices i, j ∈ I are adjacent if and only if mij ≥ 3. The Coxeter diagram of M
is a labelled graph with vertex set I , in which two vertices i, j ∈ I are connected by and edge
labelled mij if and only if mij ≥ 3. When drawing a Coxeter diagram, the label 3 is usually
suppressed; labels 4 and 6 are indicated by drawing two and three bonds, respectively, between
the two vertices. If C is a chamber system of type M over I then we refer to the diagram graph
and the Coxeter diagram of M as the diagram graph and the Coxeter diagram of C.
Let C be a chamber system of type M over I . Suppose that w = (c0, . . . , cn) is a gallery in
C and suppose that, for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, {ti } is the type of the edge {ci , ci+1}. Let FI be the
free monoid of words on I . Then the type of the gallery w is the word t0 . . . tn−1 in FI . If J is a
subset of I and ti ∈ J for all i , then we say that w is a J -gallery. Let W be a Coxeter group of
type M with the set of generators S = {si | i ∈ I }. Let w be a gallery in C. Suppose the type of
w is t1 . . . tn and let r ∈ W be such that r = st1 . . . stn . We say that w is a gallery of reduced type,
if st1 . . . stn is a shortest word in the free monoid of words on S such that st1 . . . stn = r ; we also
say that the word t1 . . . tn in FI is reduced with respect to M .
2.3. Buildings
We are going to define buildings as chamber systems of type M satisfying an additional
condition. But first we need the following definition.
Let G = (V , E) be a connected graph. Let G′ = (V ′, E ′) be a subgraph of G. We say
that G′ is strongly gated in G if, for every x ∈ V , there is a vertex g ∈ V ′ such that
dG(x, y) = dG(x, g) + dG ′(g, y) for all y ∈ V ′. If the gate g exists, it is necessarily unique
and we denote it by gateG ′(x).
Let M be a Coxeter matrix over a set I and let W be a Coxeter group of type M with generators
{si | i ∈ I }. A building of type M is a chamber system B of type M that satisfies one of the
following three conditions.
(P) If two galleries w and w′ of reduced types t1 . . . tn and t ′1 . . . t ′n′ have the same initial and
terminal chambers, then st1 . . . stn = st ′1 . . . st ′n′ in W .(G) Every gallery of B of reduced type is a geodesic.
(RG) All residues of B are strongly gated in B.
Any connected chamber system satisfying condition (RG) is called a strongly gated chamber
system. For a chamber system of type M conditions (P), (G) and (RG) are equivalent [9].
Other equivalent definitions of buildings can be found in [10,11,6,8,9,12]. Here we stated the
definitions, in particular (G) and (RG), that seem the most convenient for our purposes.
Let B be a building of type M over I and let B denote the set of chambers of B. Suppose W
is a Coxeter group of type M with the set of generators S = {si | i ∈ I }. Let δB : B × B → W
be the map defined by δB(x, y) = st1st2 . . . stn , where t1 . . . tn is the type of some geodesic from
x to y in B. When B is a building of type M , the element st1st2 . . . stn of W is the same for all
geodesics between x and y. The function δB is the Tits metric of B (also called the W -distance
or the Weyl distance function of B). The Tits metric δB can be used to define buildings (see [6]
or [12]).
A Coxeter group W of type M with generators {si | i ∈ I } can be viewed as a chamber system
of type M over I . The chambers of the chamber system are the elements of W and two chambers
x and y are connected by an edge labelled {i} if and only if xsi = y. We call this chamber
system, and any chamber system over I isomorphic to it, a Coxeter chamber system of type M .
The Coxeter chamber systems of type M are precisely the thin buildings of type M .
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Let B be a building of type M over I and let W be a Coxeter chamber system of type M .
Suppose that α is a map from W into B such that δB(α(x), α(y)) = x−1 y for all x, y ∈ W (in
other words, δB(α(x), α(y)) = δW (x, y)). Then α is a morphism of chamber systems over I and
we say that α is an isometry from W into B. We call both, an isometry α from W into B and any
chamber subsystem of B which is the image of W under some isometry, an apartment of B.
Proposition 2.1. Let B be a building of type M, where M is a Coxeter matrix over a set I . Let J
be a subset of I and suppose C is a chamber system of type M | J . Suppose that C is a chamber
subsystem of B. Then C is a building of type M | J and, if C is thin and J = I , then C is an
apartment of B.
Proof. Suppose w is a gallery of C of reduced type. Then w is a gallery of B of reduced type.
Since (G) holds in B, w is a geodesic in B, therefore it is a geodesic in C. This shows that (G)
holds in C and δC = δB. 
2.4. Properties of buildings
Suppose C = (C, E, λ) is a chamber system over a type set I and suppose G is a subgraph of
(C, E). We denote by typ(G) the set of all elements of I that appear in labels of edges of G. If
X is a set of chambers of C, then typ(X) denotes typ(G), where G is the subgraph of C induced
on X .
Let X be a set of chambers of C and let G be the subgraph of C induced on X . The subgraph
G, together with the restriction of λ to the edges of G, can be regarded as a chamber system over
the type set typ(G). We call this chamber system the chamber subsystem of C induced on X .
For an induced chamber subsystem of C, we use the same letter to denote the chamber system,
its graph, and its set of chambers. If B is a building, then all residues and apartments of B are
induced chamber subsystems of B and, if R is a residue of B of type J , then typ(R) = J .
Let G = (V , E) be a connected graph. A set of vertices V ′ of G is convex in G if, for every
two vertices x, y ∈ V ′, V ′ contains the vertices of every geodesics from x to y in G. We say that
a subgraph G′ = (V ′, E ′) of G is convex in G if its set of vertices is convex in G. A chamber
subsystem of a connected chamber system C is convex in C if its graph is a convex subgraph of
C.
Suppose B is a building of type M over I . We need the following properties of buildings that
we state without proof.
(B0) Every pair of chambers of B is contained in some apartment of B.
(B1) Apartments and residues are convex induced chamber subsystems of B.
(B2) Suppose A and A′ are apartments of B and suppose R1 and R2 are residues of B such that
A ∩ Ri = ∅ and A′ ∩ Ri = ∅ for i = 1, 2. Then there is an isomorphism of chamber systems
over I , φ : A → A′, such that, for i = 1 and 2, φ(A ∩ Ri ) = A′ ∩ Ri .
(B3) If R is a residue of B of type J , then R is a building of type M | J .
(B4) If {Qα | α ∈ S} is a family of residues of B and ∩α∈S Qα = ∅, then ∩α∈S Qα is a residue
of B of type ∩α∈S typ(Qα).
(B5) Suppose R, P , and Q are residues of B such that R ∩ P = ∅, R ∩ Q = ∅, and P ∩ Q = ∅.
Then R ∩ P ∩ Q = ∅.
Proofs can be found in [11,6,9]. The part of (B1) regarding residues, (B3), and (B5) can be
proved using property (RG) ((B5) is a special case of Lemma 2.3 of the next subsection). Property
(B4) follows from (B1). Properties (B0) and (B2) are proved in [11] using property (P). The fact
that B has properties (B0) and (B2) can be stated as that B possesses a system of apartments.
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2.5. Auxiliary results on buildings
In this subsection we collect some additional facts regarding buildings that we are going to
need later.
By (RG) of Section 2.3 buildings are strongly gated chamber systems. The first two lemmas
of this subsection apply to all strongly gated chamber systems. Let C be a strongly gated chamber
system. If R is a residue of C and Q is a set of chambers of C, then we denote by GateR(Q) the
set {x ∈ R | x = gateR(y), y ∈ Q}.
Lemma 2.2. Let C be a strongly gated chamber system. Let R and Q be residues of C and
suppose R ∩ Q = ∅. Suppose x ∈ R, y = gateQ(x), and z = gateR(y). Let R′ be the chamber
system induced in C on GateR(Q). Then the following hold.
(1) y = gateQ(z).
(2) If y ′ ∈ GateQ(R) and z′ = gateR(y ′), then dB(z, z′) = dB(y, y ′) and dB(z, y) = dB(z′, y ′).
(3) R′ is strongly gated in C with respect to x and gateR′(x) = z. 
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a strongly gated chamber system. Let X and Y be convex sets of chambers
of C and let R be a residue of C. Suppose that the intersections X ∩ R, Y ∩ R, and X ∩ Y are all
nonempty. Then X ∩ Y ∩ R = ∅.
Proof. Let c ∈ X ∩ Y . Since R is a residue, it is strongly gated in C with respect to c. Since X
and Y are convex, and X ∩ R = ∅ and Y ∩ R = ∅, we have gateR(c) ∈ X and gateR(c) ∈ Y .
Therefore, gateR(c) ∈ X ∩ Y ∩ R. 
Assume now that B is a building of type M over I . By (B3) of Section 2.4 every residue Q of
B is itself a building and, by (B0), any two chambers of Q are contained in some apartment of
Q.
Lemma 2.4. Let R and Q be residues of B and suppose A is an apartment of Q. If R ∩ A = ∅,
then R ∩ A is an apartment of R ∩ Q.
Proof. The intersection R ∩ A is a union of residues of A of type typ(R) ∩ typ(Q). Let x and
y be two chambers in R ∩ A and let w be a geodesic from x to y in B. By property (B1) of
Section 2.4 both R and A are convex induced subgraphs of B, therefore all vertices and edges of
w lie in both R and A, and the labels of the edges of w belong to both typ(R) and typ(Q). This
shows that x and y lie in one residue of A of type typ(R)∩ typ(Q). Therefore R ∩ A is a residue
of A of type typ(R) ∩ typ(Q). 
3. A geometry associated with J -reduced elements of a building
In this section we define the J -Grassmann geometry of a building and then state the main
theorem of the present paper, Theorem 3.3, which is formulated in the context of J -Grassmann
geometries of building chamber systems.
We defined buildings as chamber systems but, originally, buildings were defined as simplicial
complexes. The first definition of buildings as chamber systems was given in [11], and
equivalence of the two definitions was proved in the same paper. The proof uses property (P)
of Section 2.3.
The J -Grassmann geometry of a building chamber system B over I is a geometry associated
with residues of B whose types satisfy condition (H)S of Section 3.2 with S = I − J . If the
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building is regarded as a numbered simplicial complex Δ, then the objects of the J -Grassmann
geometry correspond to J -reduced elements of Δ. The J -reduced elements of a building were
defined and the associated shadow spaces were studied by J. Tits in Chapter 12 of [10]. Therefore
in Sections 3.1–3.3 we give a definition of buildings as numbered simplicial complexes and
translate some definitions and results of Chapter 12 of [10] into the language of chamber systems.
Readers not interested in the connection with complexes can start with Section 3.3, where S-
closed residues of a building are defined. In Section 3.4 we define J -Grassmann geometries and
state our main theorem, Theorem 3.3.
3.1. Buildings as complexes
The definitions of this subsection and proofs of the statements can be found in [10,11,8].
A simplicial complex or simply a complex is a partially ordered set (Δ,⊆) that satisfies the
following conditions: (1) Δ contains a smallest element 0, (2) any two elements of Δ have a
greatest lower bound, and (3) if A is an element of Δ, then the partially ordered set induced in
Δ on the set {B ∈ Δ | B ⊆ A} is isomorphic to the full power set of a set. The elements of Δ
are also called simplices. If B ⊆ A in Δ, then we say that B is a face of A. The greatest lower
bound of A and B in Δ is denoted A ∩ B . The elements of Δ that are minimal in the partially
ordered set induced in Δ on Δ − {0} are called vertices of Δ. The maximal elements of Δ are
called chambers.
LetΔ be a simplicial complex and let V denote the set of vertices ofΔ. For A ∈ Δ, the set of
vertices {B ∈ V | B ⊆ A} will be denoted ˜A. The complexΔ can be identified with the complex
whose elements are the subsets of V of the form ˜A, where A ∈ Δ, and whose order relation is
being a subset.
Suppose Δ is a complex and let A be an element of Δ. The complex induced in Δ on the
set of all B ∈ Δ, such that A ⊆ B , is called the star of A in Δ and is denoted StΔ(A). A
gallery in Δ of length n is a finite sequence of chambers (C0, . . . , Cn) of Δ such that, for every
i = 0, . . . , n − 1, |˜Ci − (˜Ci ∩ ˜Ci+1)| = 1 = |˜Ci+1 − (˜Ci ∩ ˜Ci+1)| (these are “non-stammering
galleries” in the terminology of [10]). A complex is connected if every element is contained in a
chamber and every two chambers can be connected by a gallery. Connected complexes are also
called chamber complexes. A complex is strongly connected if, for every A ∈ Δ, the complex
StΔ(A) is connected. A strongly connected complex is necessarily connected.
Suppose Δ and Δ′ are complexes. A morphism of Δ into Δ′ is a morphism of partially
ordered sets φ : Δ → Δ′ such that, for every simplex A ∈ Δ, the restriction of φ to the set
S = {B | B ⊆ A} is an isomorphism of the partially ordered set S onto the partially ordered set
{B | B ⊆ φ(A)}.
Let I be a set. A numbered complex over I is a simplicial complex together with a partition of
its vertices into disjoint nonempty subsets indexed by I , such that each chamber contains exactly
one vertex from each element of the partition.
Suppose Δ is a numbered complex over I with numbering V = ∪i∈I Vi . The type of an
element A of Δ is the set {i ∈ I | Vi ∩ ˜A = ∅}. The type of every chamber is I . The elements of
Δ of types I − {i}, i ∈ I , are called panels. A numbered complex is thin if every panel is a face
of exactly two chambers; a numbered complex is thick if every panel is a face of at least three
chambers.
Suppose Δ and Δ′ are numbered complexes over I . A morphism of partially ordered sets
φ : Δ → Δ′ is a morphism of numbered complexes over I , if φ is a morphism of simplicial
complexes and, for every i ∈ I and every vertex A ∈ Δ of type {i}, the image φ(A) is a vertex
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of Δ′ of type {i}. We say that a numbered complex Δ′ over I is a subcomplex of a numbered
complex Δ over I , if the elements of Δ′ are contained in Δ and the inclusion mapping is an
isomorphism of numbered complexes over I .
There is a connection between numbered complexes and chamber systems. Suppose Δ is
a numbered complex over I and let V denote its set of vertices. Suppose that V = ∪i∈I Vi
is the numbering of Δ. Let Cham(Δ) denote the set of chambers of Δ, and let two chambers
C, D ∈ Cham(Δ) be connected by an edge labelled {i} if and only if ˜C − (˜C ∩ ˜D) = {v} for
some v ∈ Vi . Then Cham(Δ), together with the labelled edges, is a chamber system over I ,
which we denote C(Δ).
Conversely, suppose C is a chamber system over I and let V be the set of all residues of C
of corank one. Then V = ∪i∈I Vi , where Vi denotes the set of all residues of C of type I − {i};
the sets Vi are pairwise disjoint. Let a subset {Rα | α ∈ S} of V be a simplex if and only if
∩α∈S Rα = ∅. Then the set of all simplices, together with the empty set, ordered by inclusion, is
a numbered complex over I with numbering V = ∪i∈I Vi . We denote this complexΔ(C).
Let Δ be a numbered complex. In general it is not true that Δ(C(Δ)) = Δ, but this is true
under certain connectedness conditions; in particular, this is true when Δ is strongly connected
(see [11] or [8]). Similarly, if a chamber system C satisfies certain connectedness conditions, then
C(Δ(C)) = C. In particular, C(Δ(C)) = C when C has property (B4) of 2.4 (see [8]).
Let M be a Coxeter matrix over I and let W be a Coxeter group of type M with generators
S = {si | i ∈ I }. For J ⊆ I , let WJ denote the subgroup of W generated by {si | i ∈ J }. A
Coxeter complex of type M over I is a numbered complex over I isomorphic to the following
numbered complex Σ . For i ∈ I , the vertices of Σ of type {i}, are the cosets wWI−{i} , where
w ∈ W . A simplex of Σ is any set of vertices of the form {wWI−{i} | i ∈ J }, where J ⊆ I
and w ∈ W . The order relation of Σ is the inclusion of sets. A Coxeter complex is thin and is
strongly connected.
Let M be a Coxeter matrix over I and suppose thatΔ is a numbered complex over I . ThenΔ
is a building of type M over I if there exists a setA of thin connected subcomplexes ofΔ, called
apartments, satisfying the following three conditions.
(1) All apartments are Coxeter complexes of type M over I .
(2) Every two simplices lie in a common apartment.
(3) If Σ and Σ ′ are two apartments, both containing simplices A and B , then there is an
isomorphism of numbered complexes over I mapping Σ onto Σ ′ that fixes A, B , and all their
faces.
The set A is called a system of apartments of type M of Δ. If the complex Δ is thick,
conditions (2) and (3), without condition (1), imply that every apartment is a Coxeter complex.
Thin buildings of type M are precisely the Coxeter complexes of type M .
Suppose Δ is a numbered complex which is a building of type M over I . Let B = C(Δ).
Then B is a building of type M over I in the sense of Section 2.3 [11]. Since Δ has a system of
apartments, and every apartment ofΔ is strongly connected,Δ is strongly connected. Therefore
Δ(B) = Δ. Let A be an element ofΔ of type J . SinceΔ is strongly connected, the chambers of
StΔ(A) form a residue of B of type I − J . The map that takes an element A ∈ Δ of type J ⊆ I
to the residue R of B of type I − J , consisting of the chambers of StΔ(A), is a bijection between
the set of all elements ofΔ and the set of all residues of B.
Conversely, suppose B is a chamber system which is a building of type M over I . ThenΔ(B)
is a numbered complex which is a building of type M over I [11]. Since (B4) of 2.4 holds,
C(Δ(B)) = B.
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3.2. J -reduced elements of a building
In this subsection we state some definitions and results of Chapter 12 of [10], which we then
restate in terms of chamber systems in Section 3.3.
SupposeΔ is a numbered complex. We say that two elements A, B ∈ Δ are incident in Δ if
there is C ∈ Δ such that A, B ⊆ C . Let S be a subset of Δ. For an element X ∈ Δ, we denote
by ShS (X) the set of all elements of S incident with X .
Suppose now thatΔ is a numbered complex which is a building with Coxeter diagram M over
I ; let D be the diagram graph of M . Let J ⊂ I . In Chapter 12 of [10] J. Tits studies the shadow
space Sp(Δ, J ) = (S,L,G) ofΔ. This space consists of (1) the set S of all elements ofΔ of type
J , (2) the set L of all subsets of S that have the form ShS (X), where X is an element of Δ, and
(3) the set G of all subsets of L of the form L K = {ShS (X) | X is an element ofΔ of type K },
where K runs through all subsets of I . The elements of L are called subspaces of Sp(Δ, J ) and
the elements of G are called Grassmannians of Sp(Δ, J ).
If the set J meets every connected component of D, then the vertices of Δ and incidence
between them can be reconstructed from Sp(Δ, J ) (12.23 of [10]). A numbered complex is a
flag complex if its elements are precisely the sets of pairwise incident vertices. If the set I is
finite, then the building Δ is a flag complex (3.16 of [10]). Therefore, if I is finite and J meets
every connected component of D, then the complexΔ can be reconstructed from Sp(Δ, J ). If I
is finite, J meets every connected component of D, and Δ is thick, then Δ can be reconstructed
from the sets S and L, without using any information about the set of Grassmannians G (see
12.24 of [10]).
Suppose J , T , and S are subsets of I . Then T separates S from J if no connected component
of I − T meets both S and J . The J -reduction RedJ (T ) of T is the smallest subset of T that
separates T from J . A set T is J -reduced if RedJ (T ) = T . Let X be an element of Δ of type
T . Then the J -reduction RedJ (X) of X is the face of X of type RedJ (T ); X is J -reduced if
X = RedJ (X). The following theorem is part of Theorem 12.15 of [10].
Theorem 3.1 (See 12.15 of [10]). Let X and Y be elements of Δ. Suppose J ⊆ I and let S be
the set of all elements of Δ of type J . Then
(1) ShS (X) = ShS(Y ) if and only if RedJ (X) = RedJ (Y ), in particular
(2) ShS (X) = ShS(RedJ (X)).
Theorem 3.1 shows that the set of subspaces L can be described as the set of the shadows of the
J -reduced elements of Δ.
3.3. S-closed residues of a building
In this subsection we translate the definitions and theorem of Section 3.2 into the language
of chamber systems. Suppose B is a chamber system which is a building of type M over I with
diagram graph D. For a graph G we denote by G(p) the set of all vertices of G adjacent to a
vertex p and we let G0,1(p) = {p} ∪ G(p). Suppose S is a subset of I . We say that a subset T
of I is S-closed if and only if T satisfies the following condition:
(H)S T = K ∪ (S − ∪α∈K (D0,1(α) ∩ S)), where K is a subset of I such that every nonempty
connected component of D | K intersects I − S at a nonempty set.
For a subset T of I , we denote by KS(T ) the union of all connected components of D | T that
intersect I − S at a nonempty set. We let CS,1(T ) = KS(T ) ∩ (I − S), CS,2(T ) = KS(T ) ∩ S,
and CS,3(T ) = T − KS(T ).
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Let J = I − S. A subset T of I is S-closed if and only if the subset I − T is J -reduced. To
see this, observe that T = KS(T )∪CS,3(T ) and CS,3(T ) ⊆ S −∪α∈KS(T )(D0,1(α)∩ S). The set
I − T is J -reduced if and only if CS,3(T ) = S − ∪α∈KS(T )(D0,1(α) ∩ S).
Suppose T and U are subsets of I . The set I − T separates a vertex i ∈ I from J if and
only if i ∈ I − KS(T ). We claim that the set I − T separates I − U from J if and only if
KS(T ) ⊆ KS(U).
If KS(T ) ⊆ KS(U), then I −U ⊆ I −KS(T ), therefore I −T separates I −U from J . If I −T
separates I −U from J , then I −U ⊆ I −KS(T ). Therefore KS(T ) ⊆ U , and KS(T ) ⊆ KS(U).
This proves the claim.
Let T be a subset of I . We denote by ClS(T ) the set KS(T ) ∪ (S − ∪α∈KS(T )(D0,1(α) ∩ S)),
the S-closure of T ; this is the complement in I of the J -reduction of I − T . If X is a residue of
B of type T , then we denote by ClS(X) the residue of B of type ClS(T ) containing X ; we call
ClS(X) the S-closure of X . Let Δ = Δ(B) and let A ∈ Δ be such that the residue X consists of
the chambers of StΔ(A). Then ClS(X) consists of the chambers of StΔ(RedJ (A)). A residue X
of B is S-closed if X = ClS(X).
We illustrate the above definitions with a simple example. Suppose B is a building with
Coxeter diagram An over the set I = {1, . . . , n}, where n is a positive integer; assume that
the consecutive nodes of the diagram are labelled 1, . . . , n. Let Δ = Δ(B). Let J = {1} and let
S = {2, . . . , n}. Then the J -reduced subsets of I are the one-element subsets {i}, i ∈ I , and the
empty set; the J -reduced elements of Δ are its vertices and 0. The S-closed subsets of I are the
(n − 1)-element subsets I − {i}, i ∈ I , and the set I itself; the S-closed residues of B are its
residues of corank one and B itself. Let T = {i, . . . , j} and let T = I −T , where 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
Then RedJ (T ) = {i}, KS(T ) = {1, . . . , i − 1} or ∅ if i = 1, and ClS(T ) = I − {i}. The set
T separates a set U = {i ′, . . . , j ′} from J , where 1 ≤ i ′ ≤ j ′ ≤ n, if and only if i ≤ i ′ or,
equivalently, if and only if KS(T ) ⊆ KS(I − U).
Suppose T is a subset of I . Definitions of the set KS(T ) and of the J -reduction of T are
discussed in Chapter 5 of [5], but our notation is different; in particular KS(T ) is denoted
IntJ (I − T ) in [5]. The subset of I , that we call the S-closure of T , is different from the S-
closure of T defined in [5].
Suppose C is a chamber system over a type set H and suppose S is a set of residues of C. For
a set X of chambers of C we denote by ShdS (X) the set of all residues in S that intersect X at
a nonempty set. For a subset S of H we denote by res(S) the set of all residues of C of type S.
Using this notation Theorem 3.1 can be restated as follows.
Theorem 3.2 (See 12.15 of [10]). Let X and Y be residues of B. Suppose S ⊆ I . Then
(1) Shdres(S)(X) = Shdres(S)(Y ) if and only if ClS(X) = ClS(Y ), in particular
(2) Shdres(S)(X) = Shdres(S)(ClS(X)).
Finally, if K is a subset of I and every nonempty connected component of D | K intersects
I − S at a nonempty set (as in (H)S), then we say that K satisfies condition (H)′S .
3.4. The J -Grassmann geometry of a building and a characterization of the shadows of
apartments of residues
In this subsection B is a building of type M over a set I and D denotes the diagram graph of
B.
An incidence geometry over a type set H is a multipartite graph with parts labelled by
the elements of H ; |H | is called the rank of the geometry. Let Sp be a subset of I . Let I ′
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denote the union of the vertex sets of all connected components of D that meet I − Sp , and let
I ′′ = {k ∈ N | 1 ≤ k ≤ |I ′|}. We define an incidence geometry Γ = (O1,O2,O3, . . .) over the
type set I ′′, whose objects correspond to Sp-closed residues of B, as follows.
Let k ∈ I ′′. The objects of Γ of type k correspond bijectively to the residues of B of all
possible types K ∪ (Sp − ∪α∈K (D0,1(α) ∩ Sp)), where K runs through all subsets of I of size
k − 1 satisfying (H)′Sp . We denote the set of objects of Γ of type k by Ok . The residue of B that
corresponds to an object X of Γ will be denoted RX . When I ′ is finite every Sp-closed residue
of B, except B itself, corresponds to an object of Γ .
Suppose X is an object of Γ corresponding to a residue of B of type K1 ∪ (Sp −
∪α∈K1(D0,1(α) ∩ Sp)) and suppose Y is an object corresponding to a residue of B of type
K2 ∪ (Sp − ∪α∈K2(D0,1(α) ∩ Sp)), where K1 and K2 satisfy (H)′Sp . Suppose that |K1| ≤ |K2|.
Then X and Y are incident in Γ if and only if K1  K2 and RX ∩ RY = ∅.
We call the objects of Γ of type 1 points and denote them by P and we call the objects of type
2 lines and denote them by L. The objects of type 3 will be called planes and will be denoted
by Π , even though the points and lines of Γ incident with a plane may form, for example, a
generalized quadrangle. If X is an object of Γ , we denote by ΓOk (X) the set of all objects of Γ
of type k incident with X ; when k = 1, 2, or 3 we also use alternate notation ΓP (X), ΓL(X),
and ΓΠ (X) respectively. By Theorem 3.2 ΓP (X) = ΓP (Y ) for two objects X and Y of Γ if and
only if X = Y . As was mentioned in Section 3.2, if I is finite, I − Sp meets every connected
component of D, and Δ is thick, then Δ can be reconstructed from the set P and the set of all
shadows ΓP (X), where X runs through the objects of Γ .
Let J = I − Sp . When I is finite, the numbered complexΔ(B) is a flag complex, therefore it
can be regarded as an incidence geometry over I . If, in addition, we assume that J meets every
connected component of D, then the geometry Γ defined here is the J -Grassmann geometry of
the building geometryΔ(B), as defined by A. Pasini in [5]. Therefore we call Γ the J -Grassmann
geometry of B.
We denote by (P,L) the rank two incidence geometry which is the truncation of Γ to points
and lines, with the incidence inherited from Γ , and we denote by (P, E) the point-collinearity
graph of (P,L) (two points are adjacent in (P, E) if and only if there is a line in (P,L) incident
with both). The same point-line geometry (P,L) was defined for groups of Lie type by B.
Cooperstein in [2]. If Sp = ∅, then P is the set of chambers of B, L is the set of panels of
B, and (P, E) is the graph of the chamber system B, with the labels removed; the planes of Γ
correspond to the rank two residues of B.
A point-line geometry is a partial linear space if every line is incident with at least two distinct
points and no two lines L1 and L2, L1 = L2, are incident together with two distinct points. It will
be shown later (Corollary 5.4) that (P,L) is a partial linear space. If p, q ∈ P are collinear in
(P,L), then we denote by 〈p, q〉 the unique line of (P,L) through p and q . General terminology
related to point-line spaces can be found in [9] or [1].
Suppose X is a set of chambers of B. Let PX = {p ∈ P | Rp ∩ X = ∅}, that is PX consists of
the points of Γ corresponding to the residues contained in Shdres(Sp)(X). We call PX the shadow
of X onP or just the shadow of X . LetLX be the set of all lines L ∈ L such that RL ∩X ∩Rp = ∅
for at least two distinct points p ∈ PX . We define a point-line geometry (PX ,LX ) by letting a
point p ∈ PX and a line L ∈ LX be incident if and only if Rp ∩ RL ∩ X = ∅. We denote by
(PX , EX ) the point-collinearity graph of (PX ,LX ).
We can now state our main theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. Assume that Sp is a subset of I , such that I − Sp intersects every connected
component of D. Let Γ be the (I − Sp)-Grassmann geometry of B, let (P,L) be the point-line
truncation of Γ , and let (P, E) be the point-collinearity graph of (P,L).
Let G = (V , E) be a connected induced subgraph of (P, E). Suppose that T is a subset of
I satisfying (H)Sp , such that |KSp(T )| ≥ 3, and suppose that the graph G satisfies conditions
(G1)T and (∗).
(G1)T For every p ∈ V there is a residue Q p of B of type T and there is an apartment A p of
Rp ∩ Q p, such that the map that takes each q ∈ G(p) to the line 〈p, q〉 is a bijection between
G(p) and the set {L ∈ L | KSp(RL) ⊆ KSp(T ) and RL ∩ A p = ∅}.
(∗) If x1, x2, x3 ∈ V are distinct vertices of G incident with an object π of Γ of type 3, and
(x1, x2, x3) is a walk in G, then G contains a circular walk w = (. . . , x1, x2, x3, . . .) of length
n, such that all vertices of w are incident with π and no two consecutive edges of w share
two vertices. Moreover, if KSp(typ(Rπ)) = {i, j} and {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp, then n = 2mij ; if
{i, j} ⊆ I − Sp, then n = mij .
Then, the following hold.
(1) There is a residue Q of B of type T and there is an apartment A of Q, such that V = PA.
(2) The graph G is the point-collinearity graph of the geometry (PA,LA).
(3) The residue Q is the unique residue of B of type T such that V ⊆ PQ. If T = KSp(T ), then
the apartment A is the unique apartment of Q such that PA = V .
4. Shadows of firm chamber subsystems of a building
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 4.5 and Corollaries 4.6–4.8, that state that
under certain conditions the equality or inclusion of two shadows implies the equality of two
apartments (Corollaries 4.6 and 4.7) or the equality of two residues (Corollary 4.8, this is similar
to Theorem 3.2).
Throughout this section, B is a building of type M over I and D denotes its diagram graph.
Our proofs rely on Lemma 4.1. This lemma is a corollary of Lemma 12.3 and Proposition
12.4 of [10] (Lemma 12.3 and part of Proposition 12.4 of [10] are restated in Section 6 as
Proposition 6.4) but we are going to prove it directly, using only the fact that B is a connected
strongly gated firm chamber system with no multiple labels, that possesses a diagram graph D
in the sense that, for every {i, j} ⊆ I , either all or no residues of type {i, j} are generalized
digons (all rank two residues of a strongly gated firm chamber system with no multiple labels
are generalized m-gons [7]). If we drop the assumption that B has a diagram graph but assume
that B is locally finite (that is, every rank two residue of B has finite diameter), then Lemma 4.1
essentially becomes a special case of Lemma 1.6.4 of [4].
Lemma 4.1. Let R and Q be residues of B such that R ∩ Q = ∅. Suppose x ∈ GateR(Q),
y ∈ GateQ(R), and {x, y} is an edge labelled {i}. Let R′ be the chamber system induced in B
on GateR(Q). Then R′ is a residue of B of type typ(R) ∩ typ(Q) ∩ (I − D0,1(i)), and, for every
c ∈ GateR(Q), the pair {c, gateQ(c)} is an edge labelled {i}.
Proof. Let x ′ be a chamber of R′ { j}-adjacent to x . Let y ′ = gateQ(x ′). By Lemma 2.2(2)
(x, x ′, y ′, y, x) is a circuit. Let Rij be the residue of B of type {i, j} containing y, x , and x ′.
Since Rij is a convex induced subgraph of B, it contains all vertices and edges of the entire
circuit (x, x ′, y ′, y, x). Therefore {x ′, y ′} is an edge labelled {i}, {y ′, y} is an edge labelled { j},
and mij = 2. This shows that j ∈ typ(R)∩ typ(Q)∩ (I − D0,1(i)) and {x ′, gateQ(x ′)} is an edge
labelled {i}.
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By Lemma 2.2(3) the chamber system R′ is a strongly gated subgraph of R. This implies
R′ is connected, therefore {c, gateQ(c)} is an edge labelled {i} for every c ∈ GateR(Q), and
typ(R′) ⊆ typ(R) ∩ typ(Q) ∩ (I − D0,1(i)).
Suppose j ∈ typ(R) ∩ typ(Q) ∩ (I − D0,1(i)). Let z ∈ GateR(Q), and suppose {z, z′} is an
edge labelled j . To prove that R′ is a residue of B of type typ(R) ∩ typ(Q) ∩ (I − D0,1(i)) it
suffices to show that z′ ∈ GateR(Q).
Let y = gateQ(z). By the first half of the proof, y is {i}-adjacent to z. Let Rij be the residue
of B of type {i, j} containing y, z, and z′. Since j ∈ I − D0,1(i), we have mij = 2. Therefore
Rij contains a chamber y ′ {i}-adjacent to z′ and { j}-adjacent to y. Since j ∈ typ(Q), y ′ ∈ Q.
Therefore z′ = gateR(y ′) ∈ GateR(Q). 
Corollary 4.2. Let S be a subset of I , let W and Z be distinct residues of B of type S, and
suppose {w, z} is an edge of B labelled {i} with w ∈ W and z ∈ Z. Let W ′ be the residue of W
of type S ∩ (I − D0,1(i)) containing w. If Y is a convex subset of B such that Y ∩ W = ∅ and
Y ∩ Z = ∅, then i ∈ typ(Y ) and Y ∩ W ′ = ∅.
Proof. Let x ∈ Y ∩ W and let y ∈ Y ∩ Z . Since Y is convex, it contains a walk of the
form (x, . . . , gateW (g), g, . . . , y), where g = gateZ (x). By Lemma 4.1 W ′ = GateW (Z) and
{gateW (g), g} is an edge labelled {i}. Therefore Y ∩ W ′ = ∅ and i ∈ typ(Y ). 
Lemma 4.3. Let {Rα | α ∈ S} be a set of residues of B such that ∩α∈S Rα = ∅. Suppose X is a
convex set of chambers of B such that X ∩ Rα = ∅ for every α ∈ S. Then X ∩ (∩α∈S Rα) = ∅.
Proof. Our proof is similar to the proof in [9] of the fact that, in a chamber system with no
multiple labels, strong gatedness of all corank one residues implies strong gatedness of all
residues. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that X ∩ (∩α∈S Rα) = ∅. Let R = ∩α∈S Rα and
let c ∈ R. Let x ∈ X be a chamber such that dB(x, c) = min{dB(y, c) | y ∈ X}.
Since x ∈ R, there exists α ∈ S such that x ∈ Rα . Let g = gateRα (x). Since Rα ∩ X = ∅,
and X is convex in B, we have g ∈ X . Now dB(x, c) = dB(x, g) + dB(g, c) and dB(x, g) = 0.
Therefore dB(x, c) > dB(g, c), a contradiction with the choice of x . 
The following statement is immediate from Lemma 4.3 and property (B4).
Corollary 4.4. Let T = {Tα | α ∈ S} be a set of subsets of I , and let F be the set of all residues
of B whose type is in T . Suppose ShdF (X) ⊆ ShdF (Y ), where X and Y are sets of chambers of
B, and Y is convex in B. Let T = ∩α∈S Tα . Then Shdres(T )(X) ⊆ Shdres(T )(Y ). 
The next proposition can be viewed as a generalization of one direction of Theorem 12.15 of
[10] (see also Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). We use notation introduced in Section 3.2.
Proposition 4.5. Let T be a subset of I . Let X be a firm chamber subsystem of B of type T and
let X denote its set of chambers. Let Y be a convex set of chambers of B. Suppose S is a subset
of I such that Shdres(S)(X) ⊆ Shdres(S)(Y ). Let S′ = ClS(T ) − KS(T ). Then
(1) Shdres(S ′)(X) ⊆ Shdres(S ′)(Y ) and
(2) KS(T ) ⊆ KS(typ(Y )).
Proof. Let S′′ = {s ∈ S | there is a walk (s0, . . . , sn−1, s) in D such that s0 ∈ T ∩ (I −
S) and s0, . . . , sn−1 ∈ T }. Then S′ = S − S′′.
We claim that Shdres(S−{s})(X) ⊆ Shdres(S−{s})(Y ) for every s ∈ S′′. Let s ∈ S′′ and let n
be the smallest length of any walk from s to a vertex in T ∩ (I − S) all of whose intermediate
vertices lie in T . We use induction on n.
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Suppose n = 1. Let s be a vertex of S′′ adjacent to a vertex s0 ∈ T ∩ (I − S). Let z be any
chamber in X , and let Z and Z ′ be the residues of B of types S and S − {s} that contain z. Since
X is firm, there is a chamber w in X , distinct from z and {s0}-adjacent to z. Let W be the residue
of B of type S containing w. Since Shdres(S)(X) ⊆ Shdres(S)(Y ), we have W ∩ Y = ∅. Therefore
by Corollary 4.2 Z ′ ∩ Y = ∅.
Suppose the claim is true for all n ≤ N , where N ≥ 1. Let s ∈ S′′ be such that there is a walk
w = (s0, . . . , sN , s) in D with s0 ∈ T ∩ (I − S) and s1, . . . , sN ∈ T ; we assume that w is a
shortest such walk from a vertex in T ∩ (I − S) to s, in particular s1, . . . , sN ∈ S.
Let z be a chamber in X and let Z and Z ′ be the residues of B of types S − {sN } and S − {s}
containing z. By induction hypothesis Z ∩ Y = ∅. Since X is firm, there is a chamber w of X
{sN }-adjacent to z and distinct from z. Let W be the residue of B of type S − {sN } containing w.
By induction hypothesis W ∩ Y = ∅. Therefore by Corollary 4.2 Z ∩ Z ′ ∩ Y = ∅, in particular
Z ′ ∩ Y = ∅.
We have shown that Shdres(S−{s})(X) ⊆ Shdres(S−{s})(Y ) for every s ∈ S′′. Since S′ =
∩s∈S ′′(S − {s}), by Corollary 4.4 Shdres(S ′)(X) ⊆ Shdres(S ′)(Y ). This proves (1).
To prove part (2) suppose s ∈ KS(T ). Let z be any chamber of X and let w be a chamber
of X distinct from z and {s}-adjacent to z. Let Z and W be the residues of B of type S′
that contain, respectively, z and w. Then Z = W . By part (1) Shdres(S ′)(X) ⊆ Shdres(S ′)(Y ),
therefore Z ∩ Y = ∅ and W ∩ Y = ∅. Therefore by Corollary 4.2 s ∈ typ(Y ). This shows that
KS(T ) ⊆ typ(Y ), therefore KS(T ) ⊆ KS(typ(Y )) 
Suppose S ⊆ I and let J = I − S. Let Δ = Δ(B). Suppose that X and Y are residues of B,
such that Shdres(S)(X) ⊆ Shdres(S)(Y ). Let A1 and A2 be the elements of Δ of types I − typ(X)
and I − typ(Y ), such that the chambers of StΔ(A1) form the residue X and the chambers of
StΔ(A2) form the residue Y of B. Then part (1) of the above proposition implies that RedJ (A1)
is incident with A2; part (2) says that I − typ(X) separates I − typ(Y ) from J (cf. 12.15 of [10]).
Corollary 4.6. Let S be a subset of I .
(1) Suppose that the set I − S intersects every connected component of D at a nonempty set.
Let X and X ′ be firm convex chamber subsystems of B of type I and let X and X ′ be their
sets of chambers. If Shdres(S)(X) = Shdres(S)(X ′), then X = X ′. In particular, if A and A′ are
apartments of B and Shdres(S)(A) = Shdres(S)(A′), then A = A′.
(2) Let C be the vertex set of a connected component of D and suppose that some residue of
B of type C is not thin. If C ⊆ S, then there are distinct apartments A and A′ of B such that
Shdres(S)(A) = Shdres(S)(A′).
Proof. (1) Let S′ = I − KS(I ). Then by Proposition 4.5 Shdres(S ′)(X) = Shdres(S ′)(X ′). Since
I − S intersects every connected component of D, we have KS(I ) = I and S′ = ∅. Therefore
X = X ′.
(2) Suppose that S contains the vertex set C of some connected component of D. If S = I , then
the only residue of B of type S is B itself and all apartments of B have the same shadow.
Assume that S = I . Suppose Q is a residue of B of type C and suppose Q is not thin (in
fact, since C is a connected component of D, all residues of B of type C are isomorphic to each
other). Let AC and A′C be distinct apartments of Q intersecting each other at a nonempty set;
such apartments exist since Q is not thin. Let c be a chamber contained in both AC and A′C .
Let C ′ = I − C . Let Q′ be the residue of B of type C ′ containing c and let AC ′ be an
apartment of Q′ containing c. Let A = AC ′ × AC and let A′ = AC ′ × A′C . Then A and A′ are
distinct apartments of B and Shdres(S)(A) = Shdres(S)(AC ′ × Q) = Shdres(S)(A′). 
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Suppose Q is a residue of B. Then by (B3) Q is a building of type M | T , therefore it has its
own apartments and the following statement holds regarding them.
Corollary 4.7. Let S be a subset of I . Suppose Q is a residue of B of type T , and suppose A
and A′ are apartments of Q. If T ∩ (I − S) intersects every connected component of D | T at
a nonempty set, then Shdres(S)(A) = Shdres(S)(A′) implies A = A′.
Proof. By (B1) of Section 2.4 Q is a convex induced chamber subsystem of B, therefore, for
every residue R of B of type S, Q ∩ R is a residue of Q of type T ∩ S. This implies that
Shdres(S)(A) = Shdres(S)(A′) in B if and only if Shdres(T ∩S)(A) = Shdres(T ∩S)(A′) in the building
Q. Now the conclusion follows from Corollary 4.6(1). 
Corollary 4.8. Let S be a subset of I . Let X and Y be residues of B of an S-closed type T .
Suppose X ′ is a firm chamber subsystem of X of type T ′, T ′ ⊆ T , and let X ′ be the set of
chambers of X ′. If KS(T ) ⊆ T ′ and Shdres(S)(X ′) ⊆ Shdres(S)(Y ), then X = Y .
Proof. Let X ′′ be a residue of X ′ of type KS(T ) and let X ′′ denote the set of chambers of X ′′.
Then X ′′ is a firm chamber subsystem of X of type KS(T ) and ShadowS(X ′′) ⊆ ShadowS(Y ).
Let S′ = ClS(KS(T )) − KS(KS(T )). By Proposition 4.5 applied to X ′′ and Y we obtain
Shdres(S ′)(X ′′) ⊆ Shdres(S ′)(Y ). Since ClS(KS(T )) = T , we have S′ ⊆ T . Therefore X = Y .

Somewhat more technical results similar to Corollaries 4.6–4.8 appear in Section 7.
5. Basic properties of J -Grassmann geometries
In this section B is a building of type M over I , D is its diagram graph, Sp is a subset of I , Γ
is the (I − Sp)-Grassmann geometry of B, and I ′′ denotes the type set of Γ . We denote by (P,L)
the truncation of Γ to points and lines, and we denote by (P, E) the point-collinearity graph of
(P,L). The following Proposition rephrases part of Lemma 5.15 of [5]. We give a proof here for
the sake of convenience.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose X, Y , and Z are objects of Γ of types k1, k2, and k3, where k1 < k2 <
k3. If X is incident with Y , and Y is incident with Z, then X is incident with Z.
Proof. Let T1 = typ(RX ), T2 = typ(RY ), and T3 = typ(RZ ). First observe that KSp(T1) ⊆
KSp(T2) ⊆ KSp(T3). For every i , let T ′i = Ti − KSp(Ti ). Then T ′3 ⊆ T ′2 ⊆ T ′1. The intersection
RX ∩ RY contains a residue of RY of type T ′2 and the intersection RZ ∩ RY contains a residue of
RY of type KSp(T2). The chamber system RY is the direct product of a residue of type KSp(T2)
and a residue of type T ′2. Therefore RX ∩ RZ = ∅. 
Let X be a convex set of chambers of B and consider the geometry (PX ,LX ) defined in
Section 3.4. Since X is convex, for p ∈ P and L ∈ L, the chamber system induced in B
on X ∩ Rp or on X ∩ RL is connected. Therefore, when X is convex, each point or line of
(PX ,LX ) corresponds to a residue of the chamber system X . Moreover, the next lemma shows
that (PX , EX ) = (P, E) | PX . This is true when X is a residue of B or an apartment of a residue
of B, since by (B1) and (B3) of Section 2.4 these sets are convex in B.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose X is a convex set of chambers of B and suppose L ∈ L is a line incident
in Γ with two distinct points p, q ∈ PX . Then X ∩ Rp ∩ RL = ∅ and KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ typ(X).
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Proof. Assume that KSp(typ(RL)) = {i}. By Lemma 4.1 GateRp (Rq) = Rp ∩ RL ,
GateRq (Rp) = Rq ∩ RL , and there is a complete matching consisting of edges labelled {i}
between them. Since X is convex in B and X ∩ Rp = ∅ and X ∩ Rq = ∅, there is an edge
{g, g′} labelled i with g ∈ X ∩GateRp (Rq) and g′ ∈ X ∩GateRq (Rp). Therefore i ∈ typ(X) and
X ∩ Rp ∩ RL = ∅. 
Suppose R = RO , where O is an object of Γ of type k ≥ 3. Then (PR,LR) is precisely
the geometry (ΓP (O),ΓL(O)) induced in Γ on the points and lines incident with O: by their
definitionPR = ΓP (O); the fact that L ∈ LR implies that L ∈ ΓL(O) follows from Lemma 5.2,
and its converse is easily obtained from the definition of incidence in Γ and property (B1).
A subset X of P is a subspace of (P,L) if, whenever X contains two distinct points of (P,L)
incident with a line L ∈ L, it contains all points incident with L. Proposition 5.3 below shows
that, for every residue R of B, the set PR is a subspace of (P,L) and the geometry (PR,LR) is
the geometry induced in (P,L) on the points and lines lying entirely in PR . In Section 6 we will
show that, in fact, shadows of residues are convex subspaces of (P, E).
Proposition 5.3 (cf. Theorem 4.9 of [1]). Suppose R is a residue of B. Then the following hold.
(1) PR is a subspace of (P,L).
(2) If L ∈ L is incident in Γ with two distinct points p, q ∈ PR, then L ∈ LR, L and p are
incident in (PR,LR), and KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ typ(R).
Proof. Since all residues of B are convex in B, part (2) is immediate from Lemma 5.2.
To prove part (1) suppose L ∈ L is such that Rp ∩ RL = ∅ and Rq ∩ RL = ∅ for two distinct
points p, q ∈ PR . Assume that KSp(RL) = {i}. By Lemma 5.2 RL ∩ R = ∅ and i ∈ typ(R). Let
Y be a residue of B of type {i} contained in R∩ RL . Then Y intersects every residue of RL of type
Sp ∩ (I − D0,1(i)) at a nonempty set. If s is a point incident in Γ with L, then the intersection
Rs ∩ RL is a residue of RL of type Sp ∩ (I − D0,1(i)), therefore Rs ∩ Y = ∅ and Rs ∩ R = ∅.

Corollary 5.4. The geometry (P,L) is a partial linear space.
Proof. Using (B4) of Section 2.4 and the definition of points and lines, it is not difficult to see
that every line of (P,L) is incident with at least two distinct points.
Suppose L and N are lines of Γ , both incident with two distinct points p and q . Suppose that
KSp(typ(RL)) = {i}, i ∈ I − Sp . Then, by Proposition 5.3(2) applied to RN in the role of R,
RL ∩ RN = ∅ and i ∈ typ(RN ). Therefore typ(RL) = typ(RN ) and RL = RN . 
Suppose k−1, k, k+1 ∈ I ′′ and suppose X is an object of Γ of type k−1. Consider the point-
line geometry (ΓOk (X),ΓOk+1 (X)). The points of this geometry are the objects of Γ of type k
incident with X and the lines are the objects of Γ of type k + 1 incident with X ; p ∈ ΓOk (X)
and L ∈ ΓOk+1 (X) are incident in (ΓOk (X),ΓOk+1 (X)) if and only if they are incident in Γ . As
in the proof of Corollary 5.4, it is not difficult to see, using (B4) of Section 2.4 and the definition
of Γ , that every line of (ΓOk (X),ΓOk+1 (X)) is incident with at least two distinct points (see
also Lemma 5.6(2)). Therefore the next proposition shows that (ΓOk (X),ΓOk+1 (X)) is a partial
linear space. In particular, two intersecting lines of Γ lie together in at most one plane.
Proposition 5.5. Suppose k − 1, k, k + 1 ∈ I ′′. Let X and Y be distinct objects of Γ of type k.
Suppose that both X and Y are incident with an object U of type k − 1 and with an object W of
type k + 1. Then the following hold.
(i) If Q is a convex subset of B and Q ∩ RX = ∅ and Q ∩ RY = ∅, then Q ∩ RW = ∅.
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(ii) Any object of Γ of type l ≥ k + 2 incident with both X and Y is incident with W, and W is
the unique object of type k + 1 incident with both X and Y .
Proof. Let T1 = typ(RU ), T2 = typ(RX ), and T3 = typ(RW ). Suppose that Ti = Ki ∪ Si , where
Ki = KSp(Ti ) and Si = Sp − ∪α∈Ki (D0,1(α) ∩ Sp). Then K1 ⊆ K2 ⊆ K3 and S3 ⊆ S2 ⊆ S1.
Assume that K2 = K1 ∪ {n1} and K3 = K1 ∪ {n1, n2}. We have two possibilities.
(1) T1 ∩ T3 ⊆ T1 ∩ T2. This is only possible if n2 ∈ S1 but n2 ∈ S2. This means n2 ∈ D0,1(α)
for any α ∈ K1 but n2 ∈ D(n1). In particular, the set K1 ∪ {n2} does not satisfy (H)′Sp . Since
K1 ⊆ KSp(typ(RY )) ⊆ K3, the only possibility is that KSp(typ(RY )) = K1 ∪ {n1}. Therefore
RY is also of type T2.
By Proposition 5.1 and properties (B4) and (B5) of buildings RU ∩ RX ∩ RW = ∅ and
RU ∩ RY ∩ RW = ∅, and both are residues of type T1 ∩ T2 ∩ T3 lying inside the residue RU ∩ RW
of type T1 ∩ T3. We have T1 ∩ T3 = K1 ∪ {n2} ∪ S3 and T1 ∩ T2 ∩ T3 = K1 ∪ S3. Since
K1 ∪ S3 ⊆ I − D0,1(n2), inside the residue RU ∩ RW there is a complete matching consisting
of edges labelled n2 between RU ∩ RX ∩ RW and RU ∩ RY ∩ RW . By Lemma 4.1 we have
GateRX (RY ) = RU ∩ RX ∩ RW and GateRY (RX ) = RU ∩ RY ∩ RW .
Suppose Q is a convex subset of B intersecting both RX and RY . Then by Corollary 4.2
Q ∩ RW = ∅ and n2 ∈ typ(Q). Therefore, if Z is an object of Γ of type l ≥ k + 1 incident
with X and Y , then K1 ∪ {n1} = KSp(typ(RX )) ⊆ KSp(typ(RZ )) and n2 ∈ typ(RZ ). That is,
K3 ⊆ KSp(typ(RZ )).
(2) T1 ∩ T3 ⊆ T1 ∩ T2. In this case RU ∩ RW = RU ∩ RX ∩ RW . Since RY ∩ RU ∩ RW = ∅, this
implies that RU ∩RX ∩RY ∩RW = ∅, in particular, RX ∩RY = ∅. Since by hypothesis RX = RY ,
typ(RY ) must be different from typ(RX ). Since K1 ⊆ typ(RY ) ⊆ K3, the only possibility is that
typ(RY ) = K1 ∪ {n2} ∪ S′2, where S′2 = Sp − ∪α∈(K1∪{n2})(D0,1(α) ∩ Sp). Then RX ∩ RY is a
residue of type K1∪S3 = T1∩T3, therefore RX ∩RY = RU ∩RW . Since GateRX (RY ) = RX ∩RY ,
any convex subset of B intersecting both RX and RY must intersect RX ∩ RY , and, therefore, it
must intersect RW . If Z is an object of Γ of type l ≥ k + 1 incident with both X and Y , then
KSp(typ(RX )) ∪ KSp(typ(RY )) ⊆ KSp(typ(RZ )), therefore K3 ⊆ KSp(typ(RZ )). 
Part (1) of the following lemma is just a special case of Proposition 5.5 and shows that any
two intersecting lines lie together in at most one plane. Part (2) shows, in particular, that any
point of a plane lies on at least two lines incident with the plane.
Lemma 5.6. (1) Let π be a plane of Γ incident with two distinct lines L and N, intersecting at a
point p. If Q is a convex subset of B such that Q ∩ RL = ∅ and Q ∩ RN = ∅, then Q ∩ Rπ = ∅.
If Z is an object of Γ incident with both L and N, then Z is incident with π or Z = π . In
particular, two intersecting lines lie together in at most one plane.
(2) Let π be a plane of Γ . Suppose p is a point of Γ incident with π , and suppose X is a
firm chamber sub-system of B of type T , such that KSp(typ(Rπ)) ⊆ T . Let X denote the set of
chambers of X . If Rp ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅, then there exist two distinct lines L and N incident with
π , such that Rp ∩ RL ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅ and Rp ∩ RN ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅.
Proof. Part (1) is immediate from Proposition 5.5.
(2) Assume that KSp(typ(Rπ )) = {i, j}. If i, j ∈ I − Sp , then Rp ∩ Rπ is a residue of B
of type CSp,3(typ(Rπ )). Therefore there are lines L and N such that KSp(typ(RL)) = {i}
and KSp(typ(RN )) = { j}, and Rp ∩ Rπ ⊆ RL ∩ RN . Then Rp ∩ RL ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅ and
Rp ∩ RN ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅.
If i ∈ I − Sp and j ∈ Sp , then j ∈ D(i) and Rp ∩ Rπ is a residue of B of type
{ j} ∪ CSp,3(typ(Rπ)). Let T ′ = T ∩ CSp,3(typ(Rπ)). Since KSp(typ(Rπ )) ⊆ KSp(T ), the
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intersection Rp ∩ Rπ ∩ X is a firm chamber system of type { j} ∪ T ′. Therefore the chamber
system Rp ∩ Rπ ∩ X has at least two distinct residues, Q and Q′, of type T ′ connected by an
edge labelled { j}.
Let L and N be the lines of Γ such that KSp(typ(RL)) = KSp(typ(RN )) = {i}, and Q ⊆ RL
and Q′ ⊆ RN . Since j ∈ D1(i), we have j ∈ typ(RL). Since RL and RN are induced subgraphs
of B, they are distinct. Therefore L and N are distinct and Rp ∩ RL ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅ and
Rp ∩ RN ∩ Rπ ∩ X = ∅. 
6. Convexity of shadows of residues in (P,E)
In this section B is a buildings of type M over I and D denotes its diagram graph. As before,
Sp is a subset of I , Γ is the (I − Sp)-Grassmann geometry of B, (P,L) is the truncation of Γ
to points and lines, and (P, E) denotes the points collinearity graph of (P,L). Our goal in this
section is to prove Theorem 6.1. This theorem is not used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 but is
intended for use in applications of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 6.1 (cf. Theorem 4.9 of [1]).1 Suppose R is a residue of B. Then PR is a convex set of
vertices of (P, E).
A convex subspace of (P,L) is a subspace of (P,L) which is a convex set of vertices of
(P, E). Combining Theorem 6.1 with Proposition 5.3(1) we obtain the following.
Corollary 6.2. Suppose R is a residue of B. Then PR is a convex subspace of (P,L). 
We need the following three propositions regarding Coxeter chamber systems and buildings.
The proof of the first proposition can be found in [6]; the second proposition restates in terms of
chamber systems Lemma 12.3 and part of Proposition 12.4 (applied to GateR(Q)) of [10].
Let W be a Coxeter group of type M with generators {si | i ∈ I } and let C be the
corresponding Coxeter chamber system. Then W acts on C by left multiplication. A reflection
in W is any conjugate of some si in W , i ∈ I . No element of W except the identity stabilizes
a chamber of C. If w is a geodesic in C and r is a reflection in W , then r stabilizes at most one
edge of w (see [6]).
Proposition 6.3. Let W be a Coxeter group of type M with generators {si | i ∈ I } and let C be
the corresponding Coxeter chamber system. Let x and y be chambers of C and let w and w′ be
geodesics from x to y in C. Suppose a reflection r of W stabilizes an edge of w. Then r stabilizes
exactly one edge of w′. 
Proposition 6.4 (See Lemma 12.3 and Proposition 12.4 of [10]). Let W be a Coxeter group of
type M with generators {si | i ∈ I }, let C be the corresponding Coxeter chamber system, and
suppose R and Q are residues of C. Then the following hold.
(1) The set GateR(Q) is convex in C and forms a single orbit of the intersection of the stabilizers
of R and Q in W.
(2) The chamber subsystem induced in C on GateR(Q) is a residue of C. 
Corollary 6.5. Let R and Q be residues of B. Then the chamber system induced in B on
GateR(Q) is a residue of B. 
1 It seems that a more efficient proof of 6.1 than the one presented here can be obtained by modifying the original
proof of 4.9 of [1].
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6.1. Shortest walks between two residues
Let R and Q be residues of B and suppose w is a walk from p ∈ R to q ∈ Q. We say that
w is a shortest walk from R to Q, if it has the smallest possible length among all walks whose
initial vertex lies in R and whose terminal vertex lies in Q.
Suppose w = (c0, . . . , cn) is a gallery in B of type t1 . . . tn . We let typ(w) = {t1, . . . , tn} (cf.
Section 2.4). For a walk w in a graph we denote by l(w) the number of edges in w. The definition
of M-homotopy mentioned in the proof of the next lemma can be found in [9].
Lemma 6.6. Let R and Q be residues of B. Then there is a subset J of I such that typ(w) = J
for every shortest walk w from R to Q.
Proof. The statement is true if R ∩ Q = ∅ or if, for every shortest walk w from R to Q,
typ(w) = I . Suppose R ∩ Q = ∅ and suppose w is a geodesic from x ∈ GateR(Q) to
y = gateQ(x) such that typ(w) = J , J = I . Suppose w′ is another geodesic from x to y in
B. Let X be the residue of B of type J containing x and y. Then by convexity of X we have
typ(w′) ⊆ J = typ(w). Similarly, J = typ(w) ⊆ typ(w′). Therefore typ(w′) = J for every
geodesic w′ from x to y in B (alternatively, one can use the fact that any two geodesics from x
to y are specially M-homotopic in B).
Suppose now that x ′ ∈ GateR(Q) and y ′ = gateQ(x ′). Then by properties (B0), (B1), and
Lemma 2.2 there exists an apartment A of B containing x , y, x ′, and y ′. Since A is a convex
induced subgraph of B (property (B1), Section 2.4), it contains all vertices and edges of all
geodesics in B between any two of its vertices. By Proposition 6.4(1) there is an automorphism
φ of A taking x to x ′ and stabilizing A ∩ R and A ∩ Q. Since y = gateQ(x) and y ′ = gateQ(x ′),
we have φ(y) = y ′. The set of geodesics from x to y in A is mapped by φ bijectively onto
the set of geodesics from x ′ to y ′ in A. Therefore, if w′ is a geodesic from x ′ to y ′ in B, then
typ(w′) = J . 
For residues R and Q of B we let τ (R, Q) denote the type of a shortest walk from R to Q; if
R ∩ Q = ∅, then τ (R, Q) = ∅. By Lemma 6.6 τ (R, Q) does not depend on the choice of the
shortest walk from R to Q.
Corollary 6.7. Let R and Q be residues of B. If X is a residue of B such that R ∩ X = ∅ and
Q ∩ X = ∅, then τ (R, Q) ⊆ typ(X).
Proof. Let x ∈ R ∩ X and let y ∈ Q ∩ X . Since X is a convex induced subgraph of B (property
(B1)), X contains all vertices and edges of every geodesic from x to y in B, in particular X
contains a geodesic of the form (x, . . . , gateR(g), . . . , g, . . . , y), where g = gateQ(x). Therefore
τ (R, Q) ⊆ typ(X). 
Lemma 6.8. Let R and Q be residues of B and let J = τ (R, Q). If A and B are distinct
residues of B of type J intersecting both R and Q, then GateA(B) = A.
Proof. By Corollary 6.5 GateA(B) is a residue of B. Since R is convex in B and R ∩ A = ∅
and R ∩ B = ∅, we have R ∩ GateA(B) = ∅. Similarly, Q ∩ GateA(B) = ∅. Therefore by
Corollary 6.7 J ⊆ typ(GateA(B)) and GateA(B) = A. 
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6.2. The “hull” of two residues of one type
Proposition 6.9. Let S be a subset of I and suppose R and Q are residues of B of type S. Let
X and Y be residues of B of type τ (R, Q) intersecting both R and Q. If R′ is a residue of B of
type S such that R′ ∩ Y = ∅, then R′ ∩ X = ∅.
Proof. The statement is obvious if τ (R, Q) = ∅ or τ (R, Q) = I . Therefore assume that
τ (R, Q) = ∅ and τ (R, Q) = I . Since R∩ X = ∅ and R∩Y = ∅, by Corollary 6.7 τ (X, Y ) ⊆ S.
Let c ∈ R′ ∩ Y and let g = gateX (c). Let w be a geodesic from c to g in B. Since by Lemma 6.8
GateY (X) = Y , w is a shortest walk from Y to X in B and typ(w) = τ (X, Y ). Therefore w lies
in R′ and R′ ∩ X = ∅. 
Let S be a subset of I and suppose R and Q are residues of B of type S. Let X be a residue of
B of type τ (R, Q) intersecting both R and Q. We denote by H(R, Q) the set of all residues of
type S that intersect X at a nonempty set. By Proposition 6.9 the set H(R, Q) depends only on
R and Q and does not depend on the choice of the residue X .
The set H(R, Q) can also be described as follows. Let J = τ (R, Q) and let X be a
residue of B of type J intersecting both R and Q. Let Z = ClS(X). Then by Theorem 3.2
and Proposition 6.9 Shdres(S)(Z) = Shdres(S)(X) = H(R, Q). If Y is any residue of B of
type J intersecting both R and Q, then by Proposition 6.9 Shdres(S)(Y ) = Shdres(S)(X) and,
therefore, by Theorem 3.2 ClS(Y ) = Z . In particular Y ⊆ Z . Since every chamber of GateR(Q)
is contained in a residue of B of type J meeting both R and Q, the residue Z contains GateR(Q).
Similarly, GateQ(R) ⊆ Z . Since Z is convex in B, Z contains all shortest walks from R to Q in
B.
Corollary 6.10. Let S be a subset of I and let R and Q be residues of B of type S. Suppose Y
is a residue of B such that R ∩ Y = ∅ and Q ∩ Y = ∅. Then H(R, Q) ⊆ Shdres(S)(Y ).
Proof. Since Y is convex in B and Y ∩ R = ∅ and Y ∩ Q = ∅, Y contains a geodesic of the form
(x ′, . . . , x, . . . , y, . . . , y ′), where x ′ ∈ Y ∩ R, y ′ ∈ Y ∩ Q, y = gateQ(x ′), and x = gateR(y). Let
X be the residue of B of type τ (R, Q) containing x and y. Then X ⊆ Y , therefore R′ ∩ Y = ∅
for every R′ ∈ H(R, Q). 
Proposition 6.11. Let S be a subset of I and let R and Q be residues of B of type S. Suppose
R′ ∈ H(R, Q). Then the following hold.
(1) τ (R′, Q) ⊆ τ (R, Q);
(2)H(R′, Q) ⊆ H(R, Q).
Proof. Let X be a residue of B of type τ (R, Q) intersecting R and Q. Since R′ ∈ H(R, Q), we
have X ∩ R′ = ∅. Therefore by Corollary 6.7 τ (R′, Q) ⊆ typ(X) = τ (R, Q). This proves (1).
Since X ∩ R′ = ∅ and X ∩ Q = ∅, by Corollary 6.10 H(R′, Q) ⊆ Shdres(S)(X) = H(R, Q).
This proves (2). 
6.3. The “hull” of two points in (P, E)
Suppose p, q ∈ P . Then Rp and Rq are residues of B of type Sp and H(Rp, Rq) consists of
residues of B of type Sp . We denote byHP (p, q) the set of all points of Γ that correspond to the
residues in H(Rp, Rq).
In the proof of the next theorem we use the following notation. Suppose A and A′ are
apartments of B, and suppose φ : A → A′ is an isomorphism of chamber systems over I .
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Suppose p ∈ P is such that Rp ∩ A = ∅. By Lemma 2.4 Rp ∩ A is a residue of A of type Sp .
We denote by φP (p) the unique point q ∈ P such that φ(A ∩ Rp) ⊆ Rq .
Theorem 6.12. Let p, q ∈ P and suppose w is a geodesic from p to q in (P, E). Then all
vertices of w lie in HP (p, q).
Proof. Assume the contrary. That is, suppose p, q ∈ P and w is a geodesic from p to q in (P, E)
such that at least one of its vertices is not in HP (p, q). Assume that
(i) the distance d(p, q) is the smallest possible among all counterexamples.
Let n = d(p, q) and suppose w = (p0, . . . , pn), where p0 = p and pn = q . Let W be a
shortest possible walk in B passing through all the residues Rp0, . . . , Rpn . Assume that
(ii) the length of W is minimal among all counterexamples with d(p, q) = n.
By our definition of points and lines two distinct points are adjacent in (P, E) if and only if
the corresponding residues of B can be connected by an edge. Since pi is adjacent to pi+1 for all
i , by Lemma 4.1 we can assume that the walk W has the following form.
(iii) W = (c0, c′1) ◦ W1 ◦ (c1, c′2) ◦ W2 ◦ (c2, c′3) ◦ · · · ◦ Wn−1 ◦ (cn−1, c′n), where c′i , ci ∈ Rpi and
Wi is a shortest walk from c′i to ci in Rpi .
We proceed by a series of steps. First, we show that, in our counterexample, the walk W is a
geodesic from c0 to c′n (Steps 1 and 2). Then we show that c0 = gateRp (c′n) and c′n = gateRq (c0)(Step 3).
Step 1. Suppose W = (c0, . . . , x, y, . . . , c′n), where (x, y) is the first edge of W such that
d(c0, y) = d(c0, x) + 1. Then x, y ∈ Rpα for some α, 1 ≤ α ≤ n − 1.
Assume the contrary. Suppose that x = cβ and y = c′β+1 for some β. We claim that in this
case w cannot be a geodesic from p to q in (P, E).
Suppose first that d(c0, c′β+1) = d(c0, cβ). Suppose the edge {cβ, c′β+1} is labelled {i}. Let
R be the residue of type {i} containing cβ and c′β+1. Let Aβ and Aβ+1 be apartments of B
containing c0 and cβ and c0 and c′β+1 respectively.
Let g = gateR(c0). Then Aβ+1 ∩ R = {c′β+1, g} and Aβ ∩ R = {cβ, g} and by (B2)
of Section 2.4 there is an isomorphism φ of Aβ onto Aβ+1 fixing c0 and g and such that
φ(cβ) = c′β+1.
By the choice of the edge (x, y) the walk U = (c0, c′1) ◦ W1 ◦ · · · ◦ (cβ−1, c′β) ◦ Wβ is a
geodesic from c0 to x = cβ in B. Since Aβ is a convex induced subgraph of B (property (B1) of
Section 2.4), all vertices and edges of the walk U lie in Aβ . In particular, ci ∈ A for i = 0, . . . , β
and c′i ∈ A for i = 1, . . . , β.
Let u = (p0, . . . , pβ). Then u′ = (φP (p0), . . . , φP (pβ)) is a walk of length β in (P, E).
Since φ(c0) = c0 and φ(cβ) = c′β+1, we have φP (p0) = p0 and φP (pβ) = pβ+1. Therefore u′
is a walk of length β from p0 to pβ+1, a contradiction with w being a geodesic.
Suppose now that d(c0, c′β+1) = d(c0, cβ)− 1. Let A be an apartment of B containing c0 and
cβ . Let U = (c0, c′1) ◦ W1 ◦ · · · ◦ (cβ−1, c′β) ◦ Wβ . Since A is a convex induced subgraph of B,
all vertices and edges of U and the chamber c′β+1 lie in A. Therefore ci ∈ A for i = 0, . . . , β
and c′i ∈ A for i = 1, . . . , β + 1.
Let V be a geodesic from c0 to cβ+1 in A. Let r be the reflection in the Coxeter group of A
that interchanges cβ and c′β+1. Since both V ◦ (c′β+1, cβ) and U are geodesics from c0 to cβ in A
and r stabilizes an edge of V ◦ (c′β+1, cβ), by Proposition 6.3 r must stabilize exactly one edge
of U . Therefore U has the form U = U1 ◦ (z1, z2) ◦ U2, where r(z2) = z1.
Let pγ and pγ ′ be the vertices of w such that z1 ∈ Rpγ and z2 ∈ Rpγ ′ . Then γ ′ = γ or
γ ′ = γ +1. Since γ, γ ′ ≤ β and Rβ is not stabilized by r , we have γ < β. Since rP (pγ ′) = pγ ,
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we see that (p0, . . . , pγ ) ◦ (rP (pγ ′), . . . , rP (pβ)) is a walk from p0 to pβ+1 of length at most
β, a contradiction with w being a geodesic. This finishes the proof of Step 1.
Step 2. Suppose W = (c0, . . . , x, y, . . . , c′n). Then d(c0, y) = d(c0, x) + 1.
We give a proof by contradiction. Assume that (x, y) is the first edge of W such that
d(c0, y) = d(c0, x) + 1. Then by Step 1 x, y ∈ Rα for some α. Since no edge of W lies in
Rp0 or in Rpn , we have 0 < α < n. As in the proof of Step 1, we consider two separate cases:
d(c0, y) = d(c0, x) and d(c0, y) = d(c0, x) − 1.
(1) Suppose that d(c0, y) = d(c0, x). Suppose that the edge {x, y} is labelled {i}. Let R be the
residue of B of type {i} containing x and y, and let g = gateR(c0).
Let A and A′ be apartments of B containing c0 and x and c0 and y respectively. Then
A ∩ R = {x, g}, A′ ∩ R = {y, g}, and by (B1) of Section 2.4 there exists an isomorphism
of φ : A → A′ such that φ(c0) = c0, φ(g) = g, and φ(x) = y.
Let U and V be walks such that W = U ◦ (x, y) ◦ V . Then U = (c0, c′1) ◦ W1 ◦ · · · ◦
(cα−1, c′α) ◦ W ′α , where W ′α is the part of Wα beginning with c′α and ending with x . By the
choice of (x, y), the walk U is a geodesic from co to x . Therefore all vertices and edges of
U lie in A. In particular, ci ∈ A for i = 0, . . . , α − 1 and c′i ∈ A for i = 1, . . . , α.
Since φ(c0) = c0 and φ(x) = y, we have φP (p0) = p0 and φP (pα) = pα. Therefore
w′ = (φP (p0), φP (p1), . . . , φP (pα)) ◦ (pα, pα+1, . . . , pn) is a walk of length n in (P, E) from
p0 to pn.
Let U ′ be the image of U under φ. Then U ′ is a walk from c0 to y. Let W ′ = U ′ ◦ V . Then W ′
passes through all the residues corresponding to the vertices of w′ and l(W ′) = l(W ) − 1. Since
the counterexample w was chosen so that l(W ) is minimal, all vertices of w′ lie in HP (p, q). In
particular, pα, . . . , pn ∈ HP (p, q).
Since α < n and w is a counterexample with l(w) minimal, the geodesic (p0, . . . , pα) is not
a counterexample. Therefore p0, . . . , pα ∈ HP (p0, pα). By Proposition 6.11 HP (p0, pα) ⊆
HP (p0, pn). This shows that if d(c0, y) = d(c0, x), then all vertices of w lie in HP (p0, pn), a
contradiction with the choice of w.
(2) Suppose that d(c0, y) = d(c0, x)−1. Assume that W = U ◦ (x, y)◦ V . Let U ′ be a geodesic
from c0 to y in B. Let A be an apartment of B containing c0 and x . Then all vertices and edges of
the walk U ′ ◦(y, x) lie in A. Since (x, y) is the first edge of W for which d(c0, y) = d(c0, x)+1,
all vertices and edges of the walk U also lie in A. In particular, ci ∈ A for i = 0, . . . , α − 1 and
c′i ∈ A for i = 1, . . . , α.
Let r be a reflection in the Coxeter group of A such that r(y) = x . We claim that there is β,
0 < β < α, such that rP (pβ) = pβ .
The walks U ′ ◦ (y, x) and U are both geodesics from c0 to x , and r stabilizes an edge
of U ′ ◦ (y, x), therefore by Proposition 6.3 r stabilizes exactly one edge of U . Assume that
U = U1 ◦ (z1, z2) ◦ U2, where r(z1) = z2. Since r(x) = y, we have rP (pα) = pα. Since
(p0, p1, . . . , pα) is a geodesic from p0 to pα, all pi for i = 0, . . . , α lie at different distances
from pα in (P, E). Therefore rP (pi ) = pi+1 for any i = 0, . . . , α − 1 and z1 and z2 must lie in
one residue Rpβ , where 0 ≤ β ≤ α. We have rP (pβ) = pβ .
Since Rp0 contains no edges of W , β > 0. By its definition, the walk Wα is a geodesic,
therefore r stabilizes at most one edge of Wα . Since Wα contains the edge (x, y) stabilized by r ,
it cannot contain the edge (z1, z2). Therefore β < α. This proves the claim.
Let U ′2 be the image of U2 under r . Then U1 ◦ U ′2 is a walk from c0 to y of length l(U) − 1
and W ′ = U1 ◦ U ′2 ◦ V is a walk from c0 to cn of length l(W ) − 2.
Let w′ = (p0, . . . , pβ) ◦ (rP (pβ), rP (pβ+1), . . . , rP (pα)) ◦ (pα, . . . , pn). Then w is a walk
from p to q in (P, E) and l(w′) = n. Therefore w′ is a geodesic. The walk W ′ = U1 ◦ U ′2 ◦ V
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passes through all the residues corresponding to the vertices of w′. Since w is a counterexample
for which l(W ) is minimal, and l(W ′) = l(W )−2, all vertices of w′ lie inHP (p, q), in particular
pα, . . . , pn ∈ HP (p, q).
Since α < n, the walk (p0, . . . , pα) is not a counterexample, therefore p0, . . . , pα ∈
HP (p0, pα). By Proposition 6.11 HP (p0, pα) ⊆ HP (p, q), therefore p0, . . . , pα ∈ HP (p, q).
This shows that, if d(c0, y) = d(c0, x)−1, then all vertices of w lie inHP (p, q), a contradiction
with the choice of w. This completes the proof of Step 2.
Step 2 shows that, in our counterexample, the walk W must be a geodesic from c0 ∈ Rp to
cn ∈ Rq .
Step 3. The following holds: c0 = gateRp (c′n) and c′n = gateRq (c0).
Let x = gateRp (c′n) and let y = gateRq (c0). We need to show that c0 = x and c′n = y.
Suppose that c0 = x . We are going to show that this leads to a contradiction. Let A be an
apartment of B containing c0 and c′n . Let U = (d0, . . . , dm), where d0 = c0 and dm = c′n , be
a geodesic from c0 to c′n that passes through x . Since A is a convex induced subgraph of B, all
vertices and edges of both U and W lie in A.
Let r be a reflection in the Coxeter group of A such that r(c0) = d1. Then rP (p) = p.
Since r stabilizes an edge of U , it must stabilize exactly one edge of W . Suppose that W =
W1 ◦ (z1, z2)◦ W2, where r(z1) = z2. Let W ′1 be the image of W1 under r . Then W ′1 is a geodesic
from d1 to z2 of length l(W1). Let W ′ = W ′1 ◦ W2. Then W ′ is a geodesic from d1 to c′n of length
l(W ) − 1.
Since all vertices of W lie in A, we have ci ∈ A for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and c′i ∈ A for all
i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore we can consider the image of w under rP . Since w is a geodesic from
p0 to pn and rP (p0) = p0, rP cannot interchange pi and pi+1 for any i . Therefore there is an
index α such that z1, z2 ∈ Rpα . Then rP (pα) = pα. Since no edge of W lies in Rp0 or Rpn , we
have 0 < α < n.
Let w′ = (rP (p0), . . . , rP (pα)) ◦ (pα, . . . , pn). Then w′ is a geodesic of length n from p
to q . The walk W ′ passes through all the residues corresponding to the vertices of w′. Since
l(W ′) = l(W ) − 1, and the walk w was chosen so that l(W ) is minimal, the walk w′ is not
a counterexample. Therefore all vertices of w′ lie in HP (p, q), in particular pα, . . . , pn ∈
HP (p, q).
Since α < n, the geodesic (p0, . . . , pα) cannot be a counterexample, therefore p0, . . . , pα ∈
HP (p0, pα). By Proposition 6.11 HP (p0, pα) ⊆ HP (p0, pn), therefore p0, . . . , pα ∈
HP (p, q). This shows that p0, . . . , pn ∈ HP (p, q), a contradiction with the choice of w.
We have shown that c0 = x . A similar argument shows that cn = y. This completes the proof
of Step 3.
We can now finish the proof of the theorem. By Step 2 W is a geodesic in B and by Step 3
c0 = gateRp (c′n) and c′n = gateRq (c0). Therefore, in our counterexample, W is a shortest walk
from Rp to Rq in B. By Lemma 6.6 typ(W ) = τ (Rp, Rq).
Let X be the residue of B of type τ (Rp, Rq ) containing W . Then X ∩ Rpi = ∅ for every
vertex pi of w, therefore pi ∈ HP (p, q) for all i . This contradicts our hypothesis that w is a
counterexample and shows that no counterexample can exist. 
6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.1
Suppose that p, q ∈ PR . Then R ∩ Rp = ∅ and R ∩ Rq = ∅. By Theorem 6.12 all
vertices of every geodesic from p to q in (P, E) lie in HP (p, q), and by Corollary 6.10
HP (p, q) ⊆ PR . 
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7. Shadows of residues and shadows of apartments of residues
Throughout this section B is a buildings of type M over I and D denotes the diagram graph
of B. As before, Sp is a subset of I , Γ is the (I − Sp)-Grassmann geometry of B, (P,L) is the
truncation of Γ to points and lines, and (P, E) denotes the point-collinearity graph of (P,L).
The main results of this section are Lemma 7.3, Corollary 7.4, and Lemma 7.5; these are
more technical results similar to Theorem 3.2(1) and Corollaries 4.6(1) and 4.8. Lemma 7.3 will
be used in the proof of Lemma 7.5(ii) which, in turn, will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.3;
Corollary 7.4 will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.3. First, we prove two auxiliary lemmas.
We use the following notation. Let T be a subset of I . We let C1(T ) = CSp,1(T ),
C2(T ) = CSp,2(T ), and C3(T ) = CSp,3(T ). We have KSp(T ) = C1(T ) ∪ C2(T ) and
T = C1(T ) ∪ C2(T ) ∪ C3(T ).
Lemma 7.1. Let T and T ′ be Sp-closed subsets of I and suppose that KSp(T ′) ⊆ KSp(T ).
Then every nonempty connected component of C2(T ) ∩ C3(T ′) contains a vertex x, adjacent to
a vertex y ∈ C1(T ) − C1(T ′) or to a vertex y ∈ C2(T ) ∩ (I − T ′).
Proof. This statement is immediate from the fact that KSp(T ) satisfies (H)′Sp and, therefore,
every vertex of C2(T ) ∩ C3(T ′) is connected by a walk in KSp(T ) to a vertex in C1(T ). 
Lemma 7.2. Let k ≥ 0 and let T0, . . . , Tk , and T be Sp-closed subsets of I . Let Ki = KSp(Ti )
and let K = KSp(T ). Suppose that, for all i , |Ki | = i , |K | ≥ k + 1, and K0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk ⊆ K .
Let F be the set of all residues of B of all Sp-closed types T ′, such that KSp(T ′) = Kk ∪ { j},
where j ∈ K , and let SF = ∩R∈F typ(R). Let K ′ = T0 ∩ · · · ∩ Tk ∩ K . Then
(1) K ′ = C2(T ) ∩ C3(Tk) and
(2) K ′ − (SF ∩ K ′) intersects every nonempty connected component of D | K ′ at a nonempty
set.
Proof. Since Ki−1 ⊆ Ki and |Ki | = |Ki−1| + 1, we have Ki ∩ C3(Ti−1) = ∅ for all i ≥ 1.
Therefore Ki ∩ Ti−1 = Ki−1 and Ti−1 ∩ Ti = Ki−1 ∪ C3(Ti ) for all i ≥ 1. This shows that
K ′ = T0 ∩ · · · ∩ Tk ∩ K = (K0 ∪ C3(Tk)) ∩ K = C3(Tk) ∩ K . This proves (1). By Lemma 7.1
every nonempty connected component of K ∩ C3(Tk) contains a vertex x which is not in SF .
This proves (2). 
7.1. Shadows of residues
First, we give an example of a situation where Lemma 7.3 can be used. Suppose X and Y
are residues of B of type typ(RL) ∩ T , where L ∈ L and T is an Sp-closed subset of I ,
such that |KSp(T )| ≥ 3 and KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ T . Suppose further that A and A′ are firm
chamber subsystems of X and Y respectively, both of type Sp ∩ typ(RL) ∩ T . For example,
A and A′ can be apartments of residues of type Sp ∩ typ(RL) ∩ T of X and Y respectively.
If {π ∈ Π | KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ typ(Rπ) ⊆ T, Rπ ∩ A = ∅} = {π ∈ Π | KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆
typ(Rπ) ⊆ T, Rπ ∩ A′ = ∅}, where A and A′ are the sets of chambers of A and A′, then by
Lemma 7.3 X = Y .
Lemma 7.3. Let k ≥ 0 and let T0, . . . , Tk , and T be Sp-closed subsets of I . Let Ki = KSp(Ti )
and let K = KSp(T ). Suppose that, for all i , |Ki | = i , and that K0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk ⊆ K . Let F be
the set of all residues of B of all Sp-closed types T ′, such that KSp(T ′) = Kk ∪ { j}, j ∈ K .
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Let X and Y be residues of B of type Tk ∩ T and suppose that A and A′ are firm convex
chamber subsystems of X and Y respectively, both of type T ∗, T ∗ ⊆ Tk ∩ T . Let A and A′ be
the sets of chambers of A and A′. If
T0 ∩ · · · ∩ Tk ∩ T ⊆ T ∗, |K | ≥ k + 2, and ShdF (A) = ShdF (A′),
then X = Y .
Proof. Since by hypothesis |K | > k, the set F is nonempty. Let SF = ∩R∈F typ(R). By
Corollary 4.4 Shdres(SF )(A) = Shdres(SF )(A′). Let S′ = ClSF (T ∗)−KSF (T ∗). Then S′ = SF −{s ∈ SF | there is a walk (s0, . . . , sn−1, s) such that s0 ∈ T ∗ − (SF ∩ T ∗) and s1, . . . , sn−1 ∈
T ∗}. By Proposition 4.5 Shdres(S ′)(A) = Shdres(S ′)(A′). We are going to show that S′ ⊆ T ∩ Tk .
This will imply that X = Y .
Suppose first that s ∈ SF but s ∈ T . Then s ∈ Sp , therefore s ∈ Sp − (C2(T ) ∪ C3(T )). That
is, s ∈ Sp ∩ D( j) for some j ∈ K . Since s ∈ SF , the only possibility is that j ∈ C2(T )∩C3(Tk).
By Lemma 7.1 the connected component of C2(T ) ∩ C3(Tk) containing j contains a vertex x ,
adjacent to a vertex y ∈ C1(T ) − C1(Tk) or to a vertex y ∈ C2(T ) ∩ (I − Tk). In both cases
Kk ∪ {y} satisfies (H)′Sp , therefore x ∈ I − SF . Since x ∈ C2(T ) ∩ C3(Tk), by Lemma 7.2(1)
x ∈ T ∗. Therefore x ∈ T ∗ ∩ (I − SF ). The vertex x can be connected to the vertex j by a walk
lying entirely in C2(T ) ∩ C3(Tk), which is a subset of T ∗. Therefore s ∈ S′.
We have shown that S′ ⊆ T . We remark that in the proof of this we only used the fact that
|K | ≥ k + 1, but not that |K | ≥ k + 2 (in fact, if |K | = k + 1, then ShdF (A) = ShdF (A′)
immediately implies that A and A′ are contained in the same residue of B of type T ). It remains
to show that S′ ⊆ Tk . So, suppose that s ∈ SF ∩ T but s ∈ Tk . Then, since s ∈ T but s ∈ Tk , we
have that either s ∈ C1(T ) − C1(Tk) or s ∈ C2(T ) ∩ (I − Tk). We are going to show that s ∈ S′
By hypothesis |K | ≥ |Kk | + 2. If K ∩ (I − Tk) contains at least two vertices, SF cannot
contain a vertex of K ∩ (I − Tk). Therefore, suppose that K ∩ (I − Tk) consists of exactly one
vertex. There are two possibilities: (1) C1(T ) − C1(Tk) = ∅ and s ∈ C2(T ) ∩ (I − Tk), or (2)
C2(T )∩ (I − Tk) = ∅ and s ∈ C1(T )− C1(Tk), and in both cases there is s1 ∈ C2(T ) ∩ C3(Tk),
adjacent to s in D. In both cases the set Kk ∪ {s} satisfies (H)′Sp . Therefore s1 ∈ SF . Since
s1 ∈ C2(T ) ∩ C3(Tk), by Lemma 7.2(1) s1 ∈ T ∗. Therefore s1 ∈ T ∗ ∩ (I − SF ). Then (s1, s) is
a walk that starts in T ∗ ∩ (I − SF ) and ends with s, therefore s ∈ S′. This shows that S′ ⊆ Tk .
We have shown that S′ ⊆ T ∩ Tk . Therefore X = Y . 
The following is a corollary of the first part of the proof of Lemma 7.3 and will be used in the
proof of Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 7.4. Assume that the hypothesis of Lemma 7.3 holds, but replace the requirement that
|K | ≥ k + 2 with the weaker requirement that |K | ≥ k + 1. If R and Q are residues of B of type
T , containing X and Y respectively, then R = Q. 
7.2. Shadows of apartments of residues
In this section we assume that the set I − Sp intersects every connected component of the
graph D at a nonempty set.
Lemma 7.5 of this section is similar to Corollary 4.6(1) and its part (ii) will be used in
the proof of Theorem 3.3 in the following situation. Suppose that A and A′ are apartments of
residues of B of type Sp ∩ typ(RL) ∩ T , where L ∈ L and T is an Sp-closed subset of I ,
such that |KSp(T )| ≥ 3 and KSp(RL) ⊆ KSp(T ). In addition, assume that A and A′ are both
contained in one residue of B of type Sp . Let F1 be the set of all residues of B of all Sp-closed
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types T ′ such that KSp(T ′) = KSp(T ) ∪ { j}, j ∈ I . Then by Lemma 7.5(ii) the equalities
{π ∈ Π | KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ typ(Rπ) ⊆ T, Rπ ∩ A = ∅} = {π ∈ Π | KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆
typ(Rπ) ⊆ T, Rπ ∩ A′ = ∅} and ShdF1(A) = ShdF1(A′) together imply A = A′. If k = −1,
that is if T0, . . . , Tk are absent, then condition (ii) of Lemma 7.5 reduces to condition (i). The
proof of Lemma 7.5 part (i) uses Corollary 4.8; the proof of part (ii) uses Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 7.5. Let k ≥ 0 and let T0, . . . , Tk , and T be Sp-closed subsets of I . Let Ki = KSp(Ti )
and let K = KSp(T ). Suppose that, for all i , |Ki | = i and that K0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Kk ⊆ K . Let F1 be
the set of all residues of B of all Sp-closed types T ′ such that KSp(T ′) = K ∪ { j}, j ∈ I . Let F2
be the set of all residues of B of all Sp-closed types T ′ such that KSp(T ′) = Kk ∪ { j}, j ∈ K .
Suppose that A and A′ are firm convex chamber subsystems of B of type T ∗, T ∗ ⊆ T , and
let A and A′ be the sets of chambers of A and A′. If condition (i) or condition (ii) below holds,
then A = A′.
(i) T ∗ = T , PA = PA′ , and ShdF1(A) = ShdF1(A′).
(ii) |K | ≥ k + 2, T ∗ = T0 ∩ · · · ∩ Tk ∩ T , and ShdFi (A) = ShdFi (A′), where i = 1, 2. If k ≥ 1
assume that A and A′ are contained in the same residues of B of types T0, . . . , Tk−1.
Proof. First we make two observations. Let SF1 = ∩R∈F1 typ(R), where we assume that
SF1 = I if T = I . Then by Corollary 4.4 we have
(1) Shdres(SF1)(A) = Shdres(SF1 )(A′).
Since I − Sp meets every connected component of D, every nonempty connected component
of D | C3(T ) contains a vertex x connected by an edge to a vertex y ∈ ∪α∈K (D(α) ∩ Sp) or
to a vertex y ∈ (I − Sp) − C1(T ). Let K ′ = K ∪ {y} and let T ′ = ClSp(K ′). In both cases K ′
satisfies (H)′Sp . Since x ∈ D(y), x ∈ T ′, therefore x ∈ SF1 . This shows that
(2) every nonempty connected component of D | C3(T ) contains a vertex not in SF1 .
Suppose condition (i) holds. Let X and Y be residues of B of type T containing A and A′
respectively. Let S = SF1 ∩ Sp ∩ T . Since PA = PA′ , by Corollary 4.8 X = Y . Since X = Y ,
PA = PA′ , and by (1) Shdres(SF1 )(A) = Shdres(SF1 )(A′), using Corollary 4.4, we obtain that
Shdres(S)(A) = Shdres(S)(A′). We claim that T − S intersects every connected component of
D | T at a nonempty set.
We have T − (SF1 ∩ T ) ⊆ T − S and C1(T ) ⊆ T − S. By (2) the set T − (SF1 ∩ T ) intersects
every nonempty connected component of D | C3(T ) at a nonempty set. Since K satisfies (H)′Sp ,
the set C1(T ) meets every connected component of D | K at a nonempty set. This proves the
claim. Applying Corollary 4.6(1) to A and A′ in the building X we obtain that A = A′.
Suppose condition (ii) holds. Let X and Y be residues of B of type Tk ∩ T containing A and
A′ respectively. Then by Lemma 7.3 X = Y . Since, in the case when k ≥ 1, by hypothesis A and
A′ are contained in the same residues of B of types T0, . . . , Tk−1, the sets A and A′ are contained
in one residue of B of type T ∗.
Let SF2 = ∩R∈F2 typ(R) and let S = SF1 ∩ SF2 ∩ T ∗. Then by Corollary 4.4 Shdres(S)(A) =
Shdres(S)(A′). We claim that T ∗ − S intersects every connected component of D | T ∗ at a
nonempty set.
Let K ′ = T0 ∩· · ·∩Tk ∩ K . Then T ∗ = K ′ ∪C3(T ). The set T ∗− S contains T ∗−(SF1 ∩T ∗)
and T ∗ − (SF2 ∩ T ∗). By (2) the set T ∗ − (SF1 ∩ T ∗) intersects every nonempty connected
component of D | C3(T ) at a nonempty set. By Lemma 7.2(2) T ∗ − (SF2 ∩ T ∗) intersects
every nonempty connected component of D | K ′ at a nonempty set. This proves the claim. By
Corollary 4.6(1) applied to A and A′ in the building X we obtain that A = A′. 
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8. Proof of Theorem 3.3
In this section B is a building of type M over I with diagram graph D, Sp is a subset of I ,
Γ is the (I − Sp)-Grassmann geometry of B, (P,L) is the truncation of Γ to points and lines,
and (P, E) is the point-collinearity graph of (P,L). As in Section 7.2, we assume that I − Sp
intersects every connected component of D at a nonempty set.
In addition, we assume that T is an Sp-closed subset of I , such that |KSp(T )| ≥ 3, and that
G = (V , E) is a connected induced subgraph of (P, E) satisfying conditions (G1)T and (*) of
Theorem 3.3.
We denote byA the set {A p | p ∈ V } of apartments of residues of B of type T ∩ Sp appearing
in condition (G1)T , and we let A denote the set of chambers ∪p∈V A p. As usual, we use one
letter to denote an induced chamber subsystem of B and its set of chambers. In particular, we use
A to denote the chamber subsystem of B induced on the set of chambers A.
In this section we continue to use the following notation: if S is a subset of I , then C1(S) =
CSp,1(S), C2(S) = CSp,2(S), and C3(S) = CSp,3(S).
8.1. A basic consequence of the hypothesis
Lemma 8.1. Suppose {p, q} is an edge of the graph G. Let F = {Rπ | π ∈
Π and KSp(typ(R〈p,q〉)) ⊆ KSp(typ(Rπ)) ⊆ T }. Then ShdF (A p∩R〈p,q〉) = ShdF (Aq∩R〈p,q〉).
Proof. By condition (G1)T we have KSp(typ(R〈p,q〉)) ⊆ T and A p ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅ and
Aq ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅, therefore the two shadows in the conclusion of the lemma are nonempty.
Let π ∈ Π be such that Rπ ∈ F and Rπ ∩ A p ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅. Let X be an apartment of Q p
containing A p . Then Rπ ∩ Rp ∩ X ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅. Applying Lemma 5.6(2) to Rπ , Rp , and X , we
obtain that there is a line N , distinct from 〈p, q〉, such that KSp(typ(RN )) ⊆ KSp(typ(Rπ)) and
Rπ ∩ Rp ∩ X ∩ RN = ∅. Since by Lemma 2.4 Rp ∩ X = A p, we have Rπ ∩ A p ∩ RN = ∅.
Since KSp(typ(RN )) ⊆ KSp(T ) and RN ∩ A p = ∅, condition (G1)T applies to p and N .
Therefore there is u ∈ G(p) such that 〈p, u〉 = N . Since π is incident in Γ with N , by
Proposition 5.1 π is incident with u. Therefore π is incident with three distinct vertices u, p,
and q of G that form a walk of length two. Applying condition (*) we obtain that π is incident
with a vertex r ∈ G(q) which is distinct from p. By Proposition 5.3(2) π is incident with the
line 〈q, r〉 in Γ .
The chamber subsystem Aq is an apartment of Rq ∩ Qq , therefore it is a convex subset of B.
By condition (G1)T Aq ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅ and Aq ∩ R〈q,r〉 = ∅, and the lines 〈p, q〉 and 〈q, r〉 are
distinct. Since 〈p, q〉 and 〈q, r〉 are both incident with π in Γ , by Lemma 5.6(1) Aq ∩ Rπ = ∅.
Since the three pairwise intersections of Rπ , R〈p,q〉, and Aq are nonempty, by Lemma 2.3
Rπ ∩ Aq ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅. This shows that ShdF (A p ∩ R〈p,q〉) ⊆ ShdF (Aq ∩ R〈p,q〉). The reverse
inclusion follows by symmetry. 
8.2. The set A
Lemma 8.2. Q p = Qq for all p, q ∈ V .
Proof. Suppose {p, q} is an edge of G. Let Z = A p ∩ R〈p,q〉 and let Z ′ = Aq ∩ R〈p,q〉. By
condition (G1)T we have Z = ∅ and Z ′ = ∅, therefore Z and Z ′ are firm chamber subsystems
of type Sp ∩ typ(R〈p,q〉) ∩ T of the residues Q p and Qq respectively.
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Let F = {Rπ | π ∈ Π and KSp(typ(R〈p,q〉)) ⊆ KSp(typ(Rπ)) ⊆ T }. By hypothesis of this
section |KSp(T )| ≥ 3 and by Lemma 8.1 ShdF (Z) = ShdF (Z ′). Therefore, by Corollary 7.4
applied to Q p and Qq , with Z and Z ′ in the roles of A and A′, we obtain that Q p = Qq . Now
the conclusion follows from the connectedness of G. 
From now on we denote by Q the unique residue of B of type T , such that Q p = Q for
all p ∈ V . We let F1 denote the set of all residues of B of all Sp-closed types T ′, such that
KSp(T ′) = KSp(T ) ∪ { j}, j ∈ I .
Lemma 8.3. Let p, q ∈ V . Let F2 = {RL | L ∈ L and KSp(RL) ⊆ T }. Then there is an
apartment A′q of Rq ∩ Q such that ShdF1(A′q) = ShdF1(A p) and ShdF2(A′q) = ShdF2(Aq).
Proof. Let Aq = A2 × A3, where A2 and A3 are residues of Aq of types C2(T ) and C3(T ). Let
A′q = A′2 × A′3, where A′2 and A′3 are defined as follows.
Let R1 and R2 be residues of Q of type C3(T ), such that R1 ∩ A p = ∅ and A3 ⊆ R2. There is
a chamber system isomorphism φ : R1 → R2 that can be described as follows. Suppose x ∈ R1.
Then there is a unique residue R of Q of type KSp(T ), such that R1 ∩ R = {x}. The isomorphism
φ takes x to the unique chamber y, such that R2 ∩ R = {y}. We let A′3 = φ(A p ∩ R1).
Let Q1 and Q2 be residues of Q of type C2(T ), such that A2 ⊆ Q1 and Q2 ∩ A′3 = ∅. Then,
Q1, Q2 ⊆ Q ∩ Rq . There is a chamber system isomorphism ψ : Q1 → Q2 defined as follows.
Suppose x ∈ Q1 and let R be the residue of Q ∩ Rq of type C3(T ), such that R ∩ Q1 = {x}.
Then ψ(x) = y, where y ∈ Q2 is such that R ∩ Q2 = {y}. Let A′2 = ψ(A2).
By Proposition 2.1 A′q is an apartment of Q ∩ Rq . If L ∈ L is such that KSp(RL) ⊆ T , then
typ(RL) contains C3(T ). Therefore ShdF2(A′q) = ShdF2(A′2) = ShdF2(A2) = ShdF2(Aq). If
R ∈ F1, then typ(R) contains KSp(T ). Therefore ShdF1(A′q) = ShdF1(A′3) = ShdF1(A p). This
shows that the apartment A′q has the required properties. 
Lemma 8.3 shows that we can always replace the set A with another set of apartments of
residues of B of type T ∩ Sp , such that the shadow ShdF1(A p) is the same for every p ∈ V .
Therefore, from now on we are going to assume that A has this property.
8.3. Intersections of A with line residues
Lemma 8.4. Let L be a line of Γ such that A ∩ RL = ∅. If KSp(RL) ⊆ T , then the chamber
system induced in B on A ∩ RL is an apartment of Q ∩ RL.
Proof. Suppose that, for some p ∈ V , A p ∩ RL = ∅. Since G is an induced subgraph of
(P, E) and condition (G1)T holds, there is exactly one other point q ∈ V incident with L. Then
L = 〈p, q〉 and A ∩ RL = (A p ∩ RL) ∪ (Aq ∩ RL).
Assume that KSp(RL) = {i}. The intersections Rp ∩ RL and Rq ∩ RL are both residues of RL
of type Sp − (Sp ∩ D(i)) and there is a complete matching consisting of edges labelled i between
them, such that x, y ∈ Rp ∩ RL are { j}-adjacent for some j ∈ I if and only if the chambers
x ′, y ′ ∈ Rq ∩ RL matching them are { j}-adjacent. Let Z be the set of chambers of Rq ∩ RL
matched with A p ∩ RL .
Let F2 = {Rπ | π ∈ Π , {i} ⊆ KSp(Rπ) ⊆ T }. If R is a residue of B such that i ∈ typ(R),
then R ∩ Z = ∅ if and only if R ∩ (A p ∩ RL) = ∅. Therefore,
(1) ShdFk (Z) = ShdFk (A p ∩ RL), where k = 1, 2.
We claim that also
(2) ShdFk (Aq ∩ RL) = ShdFk (A p ∩ RL), where k = 1, 2.
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By Lemma 8.1 ShdF2(Aq ∩ RL) = ShdF2(A p ∩ RL). Let A′p and A′q be residues of A p and
Aq of type C3(T ), contained in A p ∩ RL and Aq ∩ RL respectively. By our assumption regarding
the set A (see the remark after Lemma 8.3) ShdF1(A p) = ShdF1(Aq). Since ShdF1(A′p) =
ShdF1(A p) and ShdF1(Aq) = ShdF1(A′q), we obtain that ShdF1(A p ∩ RL) = ShdF1(Aq ∩ RL).
This proves the claim.
Comparing (1) and (2), we see that ShdFk (Aq ∩ RL) = ShdFk (Z) for k = 1, 2. By hypothesis
of this section |KSp(T )| ≥ 3, therefore, by Lemma 7.5(ii), Aq ∩ RL = Z . The chamber system
induced in B on (A p ∩ RL) ∪ (Aq ∩ RL) is isomorphic to an apartment of Q ∩ RL , therefore by
Proposition 2.1 it is an apartment of Q ∩ RL . 
Lemma 8.5. The chamber subsystem of B induced on A is a connected thin chamber system
over the type set T .
Proof. Suppose i ∈ T and let X be a residue of A of type {i}. By our definition of points and
lines of Γ (Section 3.4), every rank one residue of B lies in a point or line residue. Let R be the
point or line residue of B containing X , such that i ∈ typ(R). Then by definition of A (if R is a
point residue) or by Lemma 8.4 (if R is a line residue), the intersection A ∩ R is an apartment of
Q ∩ R. Since i ∈ typ(Q ∩ R) and X is a residue of A ∩ R, X contains exactly two chambers.
This shows that the chamber system induced in B on A is thin.
To show that the chamber system induced in B on A is connected, suppose that a and b are
two chambers of A, and let p, q ∈ V be such that a ∈ A p and b ∈ Aq . By hypothesis the graph
G is connected, therefore it contains a walk (p1, . . . , pk+1) from p = p1 to q = pk+1.
For i = 1, . . . , k, let Li denote the unique line of Γ incident with pi and pi+1, and let
ALi = A ∩ RLi . By condition (G1)T A pi ∩ RLi = ∅ and A pi+1 ∩ RLi = ∅ for every i , therefore
A pi ∩ ALi = ∅ and A pi+1 ∩ ALi = ∅ for every i .
For every i , both ALi and A pi are connected (the first is an apartment of RLi
by Lemma 8.4, the second is an apartment of Rpi by condition (G1)T ). This means
that A p1, AL1, A p2, . . . , A pk , ALk , A pk+1 is a sequence of overlapping connected chamber
subsystems (in fact, residues) of A such that a ∈ A p1 and b ∈ A pk+1 . Therefore a and b can
be connected by a walk in the chamber system A. 
8.4. Intersections of A with plane residues
Let {i, j} be a subset of T satisfying (H)′Sp and let Ti j = ClSp({i, j}). Let Y be a residue of A
of type Ti j ∩ T , and let X and Z be residues of Y of types {i, j} and C3(Ti j ) ∩ T respectively.
Let π be a plane of Γ such that typ(Rπ ) = Ti j and Y ⊆ Rπ . We denote by Aπ the intersection
A∩Rπ . Let G1 = (V1, E1) be the subgraph of (P, E) induced on V ∩PRπ and let G′1 = (V ′1, E ′1)
be the subgraph of (P, E) induced on PAπ . In general, the set V ∩PRπ can properly containPAπ ,
therefore G′1 can be a proper induced subgraph of G1.
By its definition X is a residue of Y , therefore X is a connected chamber subsystem of B
and the graph (P, E) | PX is connected. Let G2 = (V2, E2) be the connected component of G1
containing PX . The graphs G1, G′1, and G2 are induced subgraphs of G, and G′1 and G2 are
subgraphs of G1.
The results of this section, that will be used directly in the proof of Theorem 3.3, are
Lemma 8.12 and Lemma 8.13. Lemma 8.12 states that the graph (PX , EX ) is a circuit of length
|X | if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp , or of length 12 |X | if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp . Lemma 8.13 states that
G2 = (PX , EX ).
First we prove two preliminary lemmas.
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Lemma 8.6. Let W and W ′ be residues of A of types I1 and I2. Suppose that W is an apartment
of the residue of B of type I1 containing it. Then W ∩ W ′ is a residue of A of type I1 ∩ I2.
Proof. The intersection W ∩W ′ is a union of residues of W of type I1∩ I2. Let W ′′ be the residue
of B of type I2 containing W ′. Then W ∩ W ′ ⊆ W ∩ W ′′. By Lemma 2.4 W ∩ W ′′ is a residue
of W of type I1 ∩ I2. 
Lemma 8.7. If C is a chamber subsystem of B, then all residues of C are induced subgraphs
of C.
Proof. Suppose C is a chamber subsystem of B of type I1. Let I2 ⊆ I1 and let R be a residue
of C of type I2. Let R′ be the residue of B of type I2 containing R. Suppose c and c′ are distinct
chambers of R {k}-adjacent in C for some k ∈ I1. By (B1) of Section 2.4 all residues of B are
induced subgraphs of B, therefore k ∈ typ(R′) = I2. 
The purpose of the next three lemmas is to show that (PX , EX ) is a connected component of
the graph G′1.
Lemma 8.8. The graph (PY , EY ) is a connected component of the graph G ′1.
Proof. Let p ∈ V be such that Y ∩ A p = ∅. By Lemma 8.6 Y ∩ A p is a residue of A p of type
Sp ∩ T ∩ Ti j . By Lemma 2.4 Rπ ∩ A p is a residue of A p of type Sp ∩ T ∩ Ti j . Therefore
(1) if Y ∩ Rp = ∅, then Y ∩ Rp = Aπ ∩ Rp .
Similarly, let L be a line of Γ such that RL ∩ Y = ∅ and let AL = A ∩ RL . By Lemma 8.4
the chamber system induced in B on AL is an apartment Q ∩ RL . By Lemma 8.6 Y ∩ AL is a
residue of AL of type typ(AL) ∩ T ∩ Ti j and by Lemma 2.4 Rπ ∩ AL is also a residue of AL of
type typ(AL) ∩ T ∩ Ti j . Therefore, we obtain that
(2) if Y ∩ RL = ∅, then Y ∩ RL = Aπ ∩ RL .
Suppose p, q ∈ PAπ are distinct points that are collinear in (P,L). We claim that p and q
are collinear in (PAπ ,LAπ ). Let L = 〈p, q〉. By condition (G1)T we have A p ∩ RL = ∅ and
Aq ∩ RL = ∅, and by Proposition 5.3 Rπ ∩ RL = ∅. Since the pairwise intersections of A p, RL ,
and Rπ are all nonempty, by Lemma 2.3 A p ∩ RL ∩ Rπ = ∅. Similarly, Aq ∩ RL ∩ Rπ = ∅.
Equivalently,
(3) if p, q ∈ PAπ are distinct points collinear in (P,L), then Aπ ∩ Rp ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅ and
Aπ ∩ Rq ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅.
Now, assume that p, q ∈ PAπ are collinear in (P,L) and Rp ∩ Y = ∅. We are going to show
that q ∈ PY and p and q are collinear in (PY ,LY ). This will prove that (PY , EY ) is a union of
connected components of G′1.
By (1) above Y ∩ Rp = Aπ ∩ Rp and by (3) Aπ ∩ Rp ∩ RL = ∅, therefore Y ∩ Rp ∩ RL = ∅.
By (2) above Y ∩ RL = Aπ ∩ RL and by (3) Aπ ∩ RL ∩ Rq = ∅, therefore Y ∩ Rq ∩ RL = ∅.
This shows that q ∈ PY , L ∈ LY , and p and L, and q and L, are incident in (PY ,LY ).
We have shown that (PY , EY ) is a union of connected components of G′1. Since Y is a residue
of A, the chamber system induced in B on Y is connected. Every rank one residue of B lies in a
point or line residue, therefore the graph (PY , EY ) is connected. 
Lemma 8.9. Y = X × Z as chamber systems.
Proof. Let k ∈ C3(Ti j ) ∩ T and let l ∈ {i, j}. Suppose W is a residue of Y of type {l, k}. We
claim that W is a circuit of length four.
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If l ∈ Sp , then {l, k} ⊆ Sp . In this case W is a residue of A p for some p ∈ P . Since A p is an
apartment of Rp ∩ Q, it is a building of type M | (Sp ∩ T ). Since k ∈ Sp − (Sp ∩ D0,1(l)) all
residues of A p of type {l, k} are circuits of length four. Therefore W is a circuit of length four.
If l ∈ I − Sp , then W ⊆ A ∩ RL for some line L of Γ such that KSp(typ(RL)) = {l}. Since
by Lemma 8.4 A ∩ RL is an apartment of RL , the residue W is again a circuit of length four.
We have shown that, for every k ∈ C3(Ti j ) ∩ T , all residues of Y of types {i, k} and { j, k} are
circuits of length four. Since the typ(Y ) = {i, j} ∪ (C3(Ti j ) ∩ T ), one can show now that every
residue of Y of type {i, j} intersects every residue of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T at a nonempty set.
Let U be a residue of Y of type {i, j} and let W be a residue of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T . Then
U ∩ W = ∅. Let U ′ and W ′ be residues of B of types {i, j} and C3(Ti j )∩ T containing X and W
respectively. Then by (B4) of Section 2.4 U ′∩W ′ is a residue of B of type {i, j}∩(C3(Ti j )∩T ) =
∅, that is U ′ ∩ W ′ is a single chamber. Therefore U ∩ W is a single chamber. This shows that
every residue of Y of type {i, j} intersects every residue of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T at a single
chamber. It follows that the set of chambers Y is the direct product of X and Z .
Again, let W be a residue of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T . Suppose that a1, a2 ∈ Z and let X1 and
X2 be residues of Y of type {i, j} containing a1 and a2 respectively. Let a′1, a′2 ∈ W be such that,
for α = 1, 2, Xα ∩ W = {a′α}. We claim that a′1 and a′2 are {k}-adjacent in Y , for some k ∈ I , if
and only if a1 and a2 are {k}-adjacent in Z .
Suppose a1 and a2 are {k}-adjacent in Z for some k ∈ I and let w be a shortest walk from a1
to a′1 inside X1. Suppose first that l(w) = 1. Then a1 and a′1 are either {i}- or { j}-adjacent. In
either case, since k ∈ C3(Ti j ) ∩ T and all residues of Y of types {i, k} and { j, k} are circuits of
length four, there is a chamber b in Y such that b is {k}-adjacent to a′1 and {i}- or { j}-adjacent
to a2. Since k ∈ typ(W ) and i, j ∈ typ(X2), we have b ∈ W ∩ X2. Since W ∩ X2 is a single
chamber b = a′2. Therefore a′1 and a′2 are {k}-adjacent in W .
Suppose the statement is true whenever l(w) ≤ n, where n is some positive integer, and sup-
pose that a1 and a′1 are such that l(w) = n + 1. Let b1 be the chamber immediately preceding
a′1 in w and let W ′ be the residue of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T containing b1. Let b2 ∈ W ′ be such
that W ′ ∩ X2 = {b2}. Then, by the induction hypothesis, b1 and b2 are {k}-adjacent in W ′. Since
d(b1, a′1) = 1, also by the induction hypothesis, a′1 and a′2 are {k}-adjacent in W . This proves
that, if a1 and a2 are {k}-adjacent in Z , then a′1 and a′2 are {k}-adjacent in W .
To prove the converse, suppose that a′1 and a′2 are {k}-adjacent in Y . Then, by Lemma 8.7
applied to Y and W , we obtain that k ∈ typ(W ) and a′1 and a′2 are {k}-adjacent in W . Interchang-
ing the roles of aα and a′α for α = 1, 2 in the preceding argument we obtain that a1 and a2 are
{k}-adjacent in Z .
A similar argument shows that two chambers of a residue U of Y of type {i, j} are {k}-
adjacent in Y , for some k ∈ I , if and only if k ∈ {i, j} and the corresponding chambers of X are
{k}-adjacent. Therefore Y = X × Z as chamber systems. 
Lemma 8.10. (PY ,LY ) = (PX ,LX ).
Proof. We need to show that, for every p ∈ PY , Rp ∩ Y = ∅ implies Rp ∩ X = ∅; that, for
every L ∈ LY , RL ∩ Y = ∅ implies RL ∩ X = ∅; and that, for every p ∈ PY and every L ∈ LY ,
Rp ∩ RL ∩ Y = ∅ implies Rp ∩ RL ∩ X = ∅. It suffices to prove the third statement.
Suppose p ∈ PY , L ∈ LY , and Rp ∩ RL ∩ Y = ∅. Let S = Rp ∩ RL ∩ Y . We claim that S
contains a residue W of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T .
To prove the claim it suffices to show that KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ {i, j}. Let AL = A ∩ RL . Since
L ∈ LY , there are two distinct points p1 and p2 such that Y ∩ RL ∩ Rpα = ∅, α = 1, 2. We
have Y ∩ RL = Y ∩ AL and by Lemma 8.6 the intersection Y ∩ AL is a residue of AL of type
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Ti j ∩ T ∩ typ(RL). Therefore Y ∩ AL is a convex subset of B. By Lemma 5.2 applied to Rp1 ,
Rp2 , and Y ∩ AL we have KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ Ti j ∩ T ∩ typ(RL). Therefore KSp(typ(RL)) ⊆ {i, j}
and C3(Ti j ) ∩ T ⊆ typ(RL). It follows that S contains a residue W of Y of type C3(Ti j ) ∩ T .
This proves the claim.
Since by Lemma 8.9 Y = X × W , we obtain that X ∩ S = ∅. 
Lemmas 8.8 and 8.10 together show that (PX , EX ) is a connected component of the graph
G′1. In Lemma 8.13 we are going to show that (PX , EX ) = G2, that is (PX , EX ) is a connected
component of G1. But first, we prove an auxiliary lemma and Lemma 8.12 describing the size of
PX .
Lemma 8.11. Suppose that C is the vertex set of a connected component of the graph G1. If
|C| ≥ 3, then C ⊆ PAπ .
Proof. Let p ∈ C . Then Rp ∩ A = ∅ and Rp ∩ Rπ = ∅. We need to show that Rp ∩ Rπ ∩ A = ∅.
First we claim that p is adjacent to at least two other vertices of C .
Since |C| > 1, p is adjacent to some q ∈ C , q = p. If q is the unique vertex of C adjacent to
p, then by condition (*) p is the unique vertex of C adjacent to q . Then C = {p, q} and |C| = 2
contrary to the hypothesis. This proves the claim.
Let q and r be two distinct vertices of C adjacent to p in G1. By condition (G1)T the lines
〈p, q〉 and 〈p, r〉 are distinct and A p ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅ and A p ∩ R〈p,r〉 = ∅. By Proposition 5.3 (2)
Rπ ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅ and Rπ ∩ R〈p,r〉 = ∅.
By its definition, A p is an apartment of Rp ∩ Q, therefore A p is a convex subset of B. Since
A p ∩ R〈p,q〉 = ∅ and A p ∩ R〈p,r〉 = ∅, by Proposition 5.5 (or by Lemma 5.6(1)) A p ∩ Rπ = ∅
or, equivalently, Rp ∩ Aπ = ∅. 
Lemma 8.12. If {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp, then the graph (PX , EX ) is a circuit of length |X |. If
{i, j} ⊆ I − Sp, then the graph (PX , EX ) is a circuit of length 12 |X |.
Proof. By Lemma 8.5 A is a thin chamber system over the type set T with no multiple labels,
therefore its type {i, j} residue X is a circuit, finite or infinite. We have the following.
(1) If p ∈ PX , then X ∩ Rp = X ∩ A p . By its definition A p is an apartment of Rp ∩ Q, therefore
by Lemma 8.6 X ∩ Rp is a residue of X of type {i, j} ∩ Sp .
(2) If L ∈ LX , then X ∩ RL = X ∩ (A ∩ RL). By Proposition 5.3(2) applied to Q we have
KSp(RL) ⊆ T , therefore by Lemma 8.4 A ∩ RL is an apartment of Q ∩ RL . By Lemma 8.6
X ∩ RL is a residue of X of type {i, j} ∩ typ(RL).
Suppose first that {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp . Then typ(X) ∩ Sp = ∅, therefore, for every point p in PX ,
the intersection X∩Rp contains exactly one chamber. If L ∈ LX , then either KSp(typ(RL)) = {i}
and X ∩ RL is an edge of X labelled {i} or KSp(typ(RL)) = { j} and X ∩ RL is an edge of X
labelled { j}. Therefore the graph (PX , EX ) is a circuit of length |X |.
Suppose that {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp and assume that i ∈ Sp . If p ∈ PX , then X ∩ Rp is an edge
labelled {i}, and if L ∈ LX , then X ∩ RL is an edge labelled { j}. Therefore (PX , EX ) is a circuit
of length 12 |X |. 
Lemma 8.13. G2 = (PX , EX ).
Proof. First, we claim that |V2| ≥ 3. If {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp , then, by Lemma 8.12, (PX , EX ) is a
circuit of length |X |, therefore |V2| ≥ 4. If {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp , then {i, j} satisfies (H)′Sp , therefore
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mij ≥ 3. By Lemma 8.12 (PX , EX ) is a circuit of length 12 |X |, therefore |V2| ≥ 12 |X | ≥ 3. This
proves the claim.
Since |V2| ≥ 3, by Lemma 8.11 V2 ⊆ PAπ . Since G′1 = (P, E) | PAπ is an induced
subgraph of G1, G2 is a connected component of G′1. Therefore by Lemma 8.8 and Lemma 8.10
G2 = (PY , EY ) = (PX , EX ). 
8.5. Proof of Theorem 3.3
By Lemma 8.2 there is a residue Q of B of type T such that Q p = Q for all p. By Lemma 8.3
and the remark following it, replacing, if necessary, the set A with another set of apartments of
residues of Q of type Sp ∩ T , we can assume that ShdF1(A p) is the same for all p ∈ V .
The chamber system A is a chamber subsystem of Q. We claim that A is a thin chamber
system of type M | T . By Lemma 8.5 A is a thin connected chamber system over the type set T .
We need to show that, for every two-element subset {i, j} of T , every residue of A of type {i, j}
is a circuit of length 2mij . Since A is thin and all its edges are labelled by one-element subsets
of I , all its residues of rank two are circuits, finite or infinite. Therefore we only need to prove
the length assertion.
Let X be a residue of A of type {i, j}, i, j ∈ T and i = j . Then X is contained in a residue
R of B corresponding to a point, line, or plane of Γ . If {i, j} does not satisfy (H)′Sp , then R
can be chosen to be a residue of B corresponding to a point of Γ or to a line L of Γ , such that
KSp(RL) ⊆ T . In both cases, by definition of A or by Lemma 8.4, R ∩ A is an apartment of
R ∩ Q. Since X is a residue of R ∩ A, X is a circuit of length 2mij .
Suppose {i, j} satisfies (H)′Sp . Then R = Rπ for some plane π of Γ . Let G1 = (P, E) |
(V ∩ PRπ ) and let G2 be the connected component of G1 containing PX . Then by Lemma 8.13
G2 = (PX , EX ). Therefore by Lemma 8.12 G2 is a circuit of length |X | if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp , or of
length 12 |X | if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp . We claim that in both cases |X | = 2mij .
Since |PX | = |X | ≥ 4 if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp and |PX | = 12 |X | = mij ≥ 3 if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp ,
in both cases |PX | ≥ 3. Therefore in both cases the graph G2 contains a path of length
two and condition (*) applies to G2. If {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp , then G2 is a circuit of length
2mij and |X | = |PX | = 2mij . If {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp , then G2 is a circuit of length mij and
|X | = 2|PX | = 2mij . This proves the claim.
We have shown that A is a thin chamber system of type M | T . Therefore by Proposition 2.1
A is an apartment of Q. Since by (B1) of Section 2.4 A is convex in B, by Lemma 5.2 G is the
point-collinearity graph of the geometry (PA,LA).
Let Q′ be a residue of B of type T and suppose that V ⊆ PQ ′ . Since V = PA, where A is an
apartment of Q, by Corollary 4.8 Q′ = Q. Let A′ be an apartment of Q such that PA′ = V ; then
PA′ = PA. Therefore, if T ∩ (I − Sp) meets every connected component of D | T at a nonempty
set, then by Corollary 4.7 A = A′. 
Regarding the shadows of apartments of residues of B,whose type is not Sp-closed, one can
show the following. Suppose that R is a residue of B, not necessarily Sp-closed, and suppose A is
an apartment of R. Let R′ = ClSp(R). Then there is an apartment A′ of R′ such that PA = PA′ .
8.6. Shadows of apartments of plane residues
The requirement that |KSp(T )| ≥ 3 excludes shadows of apartments of plane residues from
the induced subgraphs of (P, E) considered in Theorem 3.3. In this subsection we assume that
|KSp(T )| = 2, and we look at the shadows of apartments of residues of B corresponding to the
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planes of Γ . For planes, instead of Theorem 3.3, we have the following proposition, in which
conditions (G1)T and (*) are replaced with a single condition. In this proposition we do not
require that I − Sp intersects every connected component of the diagram graph D.
Proposition 8.14. Let π be a plane of Γ and suppose KSp(typ(Rπ)) = {i, j}. Suppose w is
a circular walk of length n in (P, E), consisting of points incident with π , such that no two
consecutive edges of w span the same line of Γ . Assume that n = 2mij if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp, and
n = mij if {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp.
Let V denote the set of vertices of w. Then, there is an apartment A of Rπ , such that
PA = V . The graph (PA, EA) is an induced subgraph of (P, E) and is a circuit of length n.
If typ(Rπ ) = {i, j} then the apartment A is the unique apartment of Rπ such that PA = V .
Proof. Assume that w = (v0, . . . , vn) if n = ∞ and that w = (. . . , v−1, v0, v1, . . .) if n = ∞.
Suppose first that {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp and assume that i ∈ I − Sp; then j ∈ Sp ∩ D(i). For
every k, let Lk = 〈vk , vk+1〉; when n is finite, we assume that the indices are added mod n. By
Proposition 5.3(2) KSp(typ(RLk )) ⊆ typ(Rπ ), therefore KSp(typ(RLk )) = {i} for every k. Let
Y ′k = Rπ ∩ Rvk ∩ RLk−1 and let Yk = Rπ ∩ Rvk ∩ RLk . By Proposition 5.3(2) Y ′k = ∅ and Yk = ∅,
and by property (B4) Y ′k and Yk are residues of Rπ of type C3(typ(Rπ)). By hypothesis, for every
k, Lk−1 = Lk and vk = vk+1, therefore, for every k, Y ′k = Yk and Yk = Y ′k+1.
Let X be a residue of Rπ of type {i, j}, and let c′k and ck be the chambers of B, such that{c′k} = X ∩ Y ′k and {ck} = X ∩ Yk . Since Y ′k = Yk and Yk = Y ′k+1, we have c′k = ck and
ck = c′k+1 for all k. In the residue Rπ ∩ Rvk of type { j} ∪ C3(typ(Rπ )), there is a matching
consisting of edges labelled { j} between Y ′k and Yk . Therefore, by convexity of X , {c′k, ck} is an
edge labelled { j}. Similarly, in the residue RLk of type {i} ∪ C3(typ(Rπ )), there is a matching
consisting of edges labelled i between Yk and Y ′k+1. Therefore {ck, c′k+1} is an edge labelled i for
all k.
The preceding paragraph shows that W = (c0, c′1, c1 . . .) in the case when n = ∞, or
W = (. . . , c−1, c′0, c0, c′1, c1, . . .) if n = ∞, is a circular walk of length 2n contained in X ,
with edges labelled alternately by {i} and { j}. By hypothesis n = mij , therefore l(W ) = 2mij .
Since X is a generalized mij -gon, all vertices of W are distinct and W is a circuit of length 2mij .
Therefore, if we regard W as a chamber system over {i, j}, then W is an apartment of X . Let A
be any apartment of Rπ containing W . Then PA = V and (PA, EA) is the circuit w.
By (B1) of Section 2.4 A is convex in B, therefore by Lemma 5.2 (PA, EA) is an induced
subgraph of (P, E). Suppose typ(Rπ) = {i, j} and let A′ be an apartment of Rπ such that
PA′ = V ; then PA′ = PA. Since j ∈ D(i), the set typ(Rπ) ∩ (I − Sp) = {i} meets every
connected component of D | typ(Rπ ), therefore by Corollary 4.7 A = A′. The proof in the case
when {i, j} ⊆ I − Sp is similar, therefore we omit it. 
9. Applications of Theorem 3.3
In this section we describe four examples of characterizations of point shadows of apartments
of residues in the point-collinearity graphs of building geometries. The proof of the theorem in
each example, except for the first example, uses the theorem of the example preceding it.
In the first two examples we look at the shadows of apartments of residues of buildings of
type An (Theorem 9.1) and of type Ar × As (Theorem 9.2). In the first example the point-line
geometry is a projective space and in the second example it is a product of two projective spaces.
These examples are well known; the first example can be found in [10].
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The third and fourth examples are applications of Theorem 3.3. In the third example, B is
a building of type An , and the geometry considered in Theorem 9.3 is the Grassmannian An,k .
Theorem 9.3 is a reformulation of Theorem 2.9 of [3].
In the fourth example, B is a building of type Ym,1,n , and the geometry considered in
Theorem 9.4 is the point-line truncation of the J -Grassmann geometry of B, where J consists
of the label of the endpoint of the shortest arm of the diagram. Theorem 9.4 is a generalization
of Theorem 4.3 of [3] and covers, in particular, the half-spin geometries. The hypothesis of
Theorem 9.4, when it is applied to the half-spin geometries, is weaker than the hypothesis of
Theorem 4.3 of [3].
Both, Theorems 9.3 and 9.4, are proved by showing that, if the graph G has more than three
vertices, then G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. The proofs of the theorems in this
section, as well as further applications of Theorem 3.3, will be given in a forthcoming paper.
We need the notion of s-independence that was introduced in [3]. Suppose (P,L) is a point-
line geometry and let (P, E) denote its point-collinearity graph. A subspace of (P,L) is singular
if all its points are collinear with each other. Suppose that all singular subspaces of (P,L),
together with the lines of (P,L) contained in them, are projective spaces (a definition of a
projective space can be found in [8] or [9]). All point-line truncations of J -Grassmann geometries
of buildings have this property; a proof will be given in a forthcoming paper (see also Lemma
3.3 of [2] and Theorem 4.9 of [1]). We say that a subset X of P is singularly independent or
s-independent in (P,L), if every finite subset C of X , such that the graph (P, E) | C is a clique,
spans a singular subspace of (P,L) of projective dimension |C|−1 (this definition differs slightly
from the original one in [3]). We say that an induced subgraph G of (P, E) is s-independent, if
its vertex set is s-independent.
1. Let B be a building over the type set I = {1, . . . , n} with Coxeter diagram An , where n is
a positive integer. The diagram is a string and we assume that the consecutive nodes are labelled
1, . . . , n. Let Γ be the {1}-Grassmann geometry of B and let (P,L) be the point-line truncation
of Γ . Then (P,L) is a projective space of projective dimension n, not necessarily thick. We
denote by (P, E) the point-collinearity graph of (P,L); the graph (P, E) is a complete graph.
Theorem 9.1. Let G = (V , E), V = ∅, be an induced subgraph of (P, E). Suppose that G is
s-independent. Then V = PA and G = (PA, EA), where A is an apartment of B or an apartment
of a residue of B of type I − {α}, 1 ≤ α ≤ n.
The graph G can be viewed as the point-collinearity graph of a thin projective space P.
Theorem 9.1 is proved by showing that the chamber system associated with P embeds into B
as an apartment of a residue of B. If one allows n to be infinite, the conclusion of Theorem 9.1
fails.
2. Let B be a building over the set I = {1, . . . , n} with Coxeter diagram Ar × As , where
r and s are positive integers. The two connected components of the diagram are strings and we
assume that their consecutive nodes are labelled 1, . . . , r and r +1, . . . , n. Let Γ be the {r, r +1}-
Grassmann geometry of B. We denote by (P,L) the truncation of Γ to points and lines, and we
denote by (P, E) the point-collinearity graph of (P,L). The geometry (P,L) is a product of two
projective spaces, of projective dimensions r and s, and its point-collinearity graph is a grid.
By a grid we mean a connected graph G in which there are two sets of cliques; the cliques
of each set are pairwise disjoint and partition the vertices, every edge of G belongs to one of the
cliques, and any two cliques from different sets intersect at exactly one vertex. If r and s are the
sizes of the two sets of cliques, then we say that G is an r × s grid. In particular, a complete
graph on r vertices is an r × 1 grid.
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The following theorem can be proved either using Theorem 9.1 or independently, using the
same approach as in the proof of Theorem 9.1.
Theorem 9.2. Let G = (V , E), V = ∅, be a connected induced subgraph of (P, E). Suppose
that
(1) G is a grid;
(2) G is s-independent.
Then V = PA and G = (PA, EA), where A is an apartment of B or an apartment of a residue
of B of type I − {α}, I − {β}, or I − {α, β}, 1 ≤ α ≤ r and r + 1 ≤ β ≤ n.
3. Let B be a building over the type set I = {1, 2, . . . , n} with Coxeter diagram An , where n
is a positive integer. We assume that the consecutive nodes of the diagram are labelled 1, . . . , n.
Let k ∈ I and let Γ be the {k}-Grassmann geometry of B. Let (P,L) be the truncation of Γ
to points and lines, and let (P, E) denote the point-collinearity graph of (P,L). The geometry
(P,L) is a Grassmannian of type An,k .
Theorem 9.3. Let G = (V , E), V = ∅, be a connected induced subgraph of (P, E). Suppose
that
(1) for every vertex p of G, if G(p) = ∅ then the subgraph induced in G on G(p) is a grid;
(2) G is s-independent.
Then V = PA and G = (PA, EA), where A is an apartment of B or an apartment of a residue
of B of type I − {k}, I − {α}, I − {β}, or I − {α, β}, 1 ≤ α < k < β ≤ n.
Suppose |V | ≥ 4 and suppose p is a vertex of the graph G. Then Rp is a building with Coxeter
diagram Ak−1 × An−k . The geometry of lines and planes of Γ on p can be identified with the
point-line truncation of the {k−1, k+1}-Grassmann geometryΓ1 of Rp , and the graph G | G(p)
can be identified with a subgraph of the point-collinearity graph of Γ1 satisfying the hypothesis
of Theorem 9.2. Therefore one can use Theorem 9.2 to obtain an apartment A p of a residue Q′p
of Rp , such that there is a bijection between the lines L of Γ , for which RL ∩ A p = ∅, and
the neighbors of p in G. With this, one can show that the graph G satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 3.3 (condition (G1)T in particular). Then the conclusion of Theorem 9.3 follows from
Theorem 3.3, assuming that |V | ≥ 4. The case |V | ≤ 3 is considered separately.
4. Let B be a building over the set I = {−m, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , n, 1′} with Coxeter diagram
Ym,1,n , where m and n are positive integers. Let M = (mij ) denote the Coxeter matrix of B. We
assume that mi,i+1 = 3 if {i, i + 1} ⊆ {−m, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , n} and that m0,1′ = 3; in all other
cases, if i = j , then mij = 2. The spherical diagrams Dk , E6, E7, and E8 are all examples of the
diagram Ym,1,n .
Let Γ be the {1′}-Grassmann geometry of B. The objects of Γ correspond to the residues of
B of types I − {1′}, I − {0}, I − {α}, I − {β}, and I − {α, β}, where −m ≤ α < 0 < β ≤ n.
In particular, the points of Γ correspond to the residues of B of type I − {1′} and the lines of Γ
correspond to the residues of B of type I − {0}.
Let (P,L) be the point-line truncation of Γ and let (P, E) denote its point-collinearity graph.
If the diagram of B is Dk , then the geometry (P,L) is the half-spin geometry Dk,k ; if B has
diagram E6, E7, or E8, then (P,L) is the geometry E6,2, E7,2, or E8,2 respectively (here we are
using the labelling of the spherical Coxeter diagrams used in [1,9]).
Theorem 9.4. Suppose G = (V , E), V = ∅, is a connected induced subgraph of (P, E) such
that the following three conditions hold.
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(1) For every vertex p ∈ V , if G(p) = ∅ then the subgraph G | G(p) is connected.
(2) For every edge {p, q} ∈ E, if G(p) ∩ G(q) = ∅ then the subgraph G | (G(p) ∩ G(q)) is a
grid.
(3) G is s-independent.
Then V = PA and G = (PA, EA), where A is an apartment of B or an apartment of a residue
of B of type I − {1′}, I − {0}, I − {α}, I − {β}, or I − {α, β}, −m ≤ α < 0 < β ≤ n.
The proof of Theorem 9.4 is similar to the proof of Theorem 9.3, with Theorem 9.3 replacing
Theorem 9.2.
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